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FOREWORD

The development reported herein was performed under
Contract F33615-76-C-5439 under the sponsorship of the Air
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Advanced Composites ADP,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Mr. Gene Shumaker, AFFDL/FBC,
was the Air Force Project Engineer.

The contractor was General Dynamics' Fort Worth
Division. Mr. R. H. Roberts was the Ptogram Manager, and
Mr. B. J. Wallace served as Deputy Program Marnager and
Principal Investigator for the Electromagnetic Compatibility r
Development. Other key personnel contributing to the program
included:

P. F. Carrier - System Design
J. L. Hudson - Structural Design
A. J. Ledwig - Lightning Strike Test
B. R. Smith - Structural Analysis
F. Spelce - Manufacturing Development
R. E. Stephens - Electrical & Installation
K. G. Wiles - Electromagnetic Effects
R. T. Zeitler - Electromagnetic Effects

In addition, Mr. B. J. C. Burrows of Culham Laboratory, UKAEA
Research Group, United Kingdom, made significant contribu-
tions to the series of tests concerning the induced effects of
lightning strikes.

The Defense Division, Lincoln Facility, of the Brunswick
Corporation also contributed, from their own resources, in the
area of reducing composite part fabrication cost via filament
winding. This effort was directed by Mr. B. W. Quinlan with
Mr. R. E. Curran serving as the Principal Investigator.

The development reported herein was performed during
the period of April 1977 to May 1978.

This final report is divided into two volumes. Volume I
(limited distribution) defines the program, presents test data
except for the induced effects of lightning strike test, and
presents design guidelines. Volume II (unlimited distribution)
presents the induced effects of lightning strike test and data.
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SECTION I

SUMMARY

This document, Volume II, reports the phase of the contract
which studied the effects of atomspheric lightning on aircraft
avionir systems installed in graphite/epoxy aircraft structure.
The work draws heavily from testing technology developed by a
recognized authority in the field, Culham Laboratory of UKAEA.
In fact, the test contiguration, instrumentation techniques,
and test parameters ujere established by Mr. B. J. C. Burrows of

Culham Laboratory. This work however, extends previous testing
and, in the opinion of the authors, represents a significant
contribution to the technology of lightning-effect evaluation.

There were a number of salient features of this program
which, the authors believe, have led to advancements in light-
ning studies technology. These include:

1) A simplified test configuration.

2) The evaluation of low and high frequency effects.

3) The measurement of basic coupling mechanisms.

4) Simplified models and theory with demonstrated
accuracy.

The useful product of the program is, of course, the models
and theory which allow general-case lightning environments to
be analized as threat voltages, currents, and fields acting
upon the avionics. The primary thrust of this report is there-
fore to develop and support these models with hard data.

The significant conclusion resulting from this work is
that the threat of external lightning can be handled with
design considerations which neither compromise the efficiency
of the composite airframe or impose escalating hardness re-
quirements on the avionics. In fact, in many instances no
special design considerations are necessary. A demonstration
test consisted of F-ill vintage avionics installed, in a typical
manner, in a YF-16 graphite epoxy forward fuselage. The
structure was pulsed with a 125 kA peak/32 kA/us rise time

strike while the systems were operating. No failures or per-
turbations occurred.

1
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SECTION 2

P R 0 R A M I N T E N T
II

The intent of this program was to determine and explain the
induced effects resulting fro'i a lightning strike to the graphite/
epoxy (Or/Ep) forward fuselage illustrated in Figure 1. To
meet this intent, a number of considerations had to be addressed.
Primarily, we had to be able to simulate an actual lightning
strike with the best methods available and we had to be assured
the measured data represented lightning effects and not in-
strumentation or test set-up effects.

Since the very basis for this test was emulation of an
actual strike, in both magnitude and rise time, we begin our
discussions with the requirements and how to simulate a light-
ning strike, Next, we discuss the test configuration and
test apparatus, provide data on the waveform used in the test,
and finally the instrumentation techniques employed.

The last two sections discuss the testing along with pre-
dicted and measured data and finally the generalizations neces-
sary for effective predictions.

1. [ !,"
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COMPOSITE FUSELAGE
SECTION

Figure 1 Composite Forward Fuselage Lightning Test Article
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S E C T I1O N 3

R E Q U I R E M E N T S A N 1) S I M U L A T 1,O N

M II'1 11 0 1) S

As previously stated, our sinpular intent was to provide
lightning test. data which is relatable to an actual strike. This
section outlines our thinking and the considerations for the test
configuration and the type of tests that were performed,

3, 1 CURRENT EXPOSURE

LE1VEL BY ZONES

In the natural lightning strike. situation, -us,' age could
experience strikes swept back from a front attachment Point onto
the fuselage surface itself, i.e., a Zone 2A strike. This condi-
tion is of more interest to studies of structural damage to the
graphILte/epoxy surface than to induced voltage studies. In general
the worst case for induced voltages would occur during the return
stroke of a lightning strike where the current peak amplitude and
di/dt would be the largest, A forward fuselage will conduct this
current: through 1.ts total length when the aircraft radome becomes
the primary lightning att achnlent point (Zone IA as defined in
reference 1), Reference 9 has predicted that approximately 75% of
all lightning strikes to the F-1.6 will initially attach in tiis
area. For these reasons, we simulated a Zone IA strike by app lying
current puI ses LO t.he foremost part of the composite fuselage
(as'suITes a radome att cahment) and conducted It along the entire
fuselage length to the aft-most ,eccLion (a ssulies a lightning exit
po i n t a t: thle 'a i rcraft, tail1) . I'ntir :nce or ex it in vtcrms 0! polar.it~y
i.s of no signitItI'ance the point of the description is to expliaM
that tile test confft ,tiraftion provides for an entrance, pi nt at one
end and an exit or return pointt at tihe other.

3, 2 CURRE'NT PULSE PARAMI'ETIERS
AND SCALING REQUTREMENTS

Very severe lI tht: it:i.ny current pulses have been measured with
W' axinLu a11111)1.plitude s around 1.4 OkA and maximum rates of change, d i/ dt
of lOOkA/iis. Both val.ues correspond to s.trikes whose values would
be exceeded only 27, of the time or a 2% severity. ComplyVL dupl11-
cat:ion of nwax i mu rate of' change and amplitliude was not pos sih.e in
our laboratory nor is compLet e duplication a inecessi ty. 'Ihe pro-
bletm we Zt LOcked was to make the aillplitude and rise Lime rca lltst:ic.
RU1a lity waS judgeCd on the ba s is of whet he r tO st I: puI Se aaU L r
were comparalbl.e to paramet-ers of an actual st r[kte, and consequently

A-4
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whether the signal (induced voltages expected) to noise
(systematic noise, spurious responses, etc.) ratio was great
enough such that results could be scaled to a severe strike.

The snmaller the scaling factor between the test pulse
and real pulse, the more reliable the scaled up value. Scaling
factors of around five are considered satisfactory, therefore,
the current pulse parameters should be approximately 30 kA peak
current and 20 kA/us rate of rise. 30 kA is the 53% severity
value for the negative ground flash return stroke, and 20 kA/us
is the 23% soverity level for return• stroke and 82% for re-strikes (Reference 2). Choice of scaling parameter (I or di/
dt) is addressed in Section 3.4.

The recoimmendation of Reference 3, which described work oni
a Hawker Hunter all-metal fuselage at high current and high
di/dt, stated that a high signal-to-noise ratio and high repeata-
bility were best attained with a single stage capacitor bank
operating at a low voltage and producing the highest practical
current, The higheHst current at the lowest voltage requires a

minimum inductance test configuration. Thus, the low inductance
multibroad conductor system used in Reference 3 was adopted for
this test.

At this point, r-';quirements and configuration have begun to
frern. The generator is a single capacitor capable of accepting
a charging voltage sufficient to produce approximately 30 kA peak
with a 20 kA/us rate of rise. The fuselage and return conductors
(load assembly) is configured as a multi-conductor, low in-
ductance assembly so that the operating voltage available oni
one capacitor produces maximum current amplitude and maximum
rate of rise.

3.3 FUSELAGE CURREMNT DISTRIBUTION

Inl siiIiuaLiLng a lightning strike pnssing along and thtrough
the fuselage , on0 of the key requirements was a inLtenance of. fuse-
lage current distribution such as would exIst in free space.
Maintenance of the required current distribution is primarily a
function of a return conductor configuration. This subsection
discusses the current distribution by frequency bands along with
requirements placed on the return conductors to ma l.ntain "free
space" distribution.

p • • • 1 i-T- ..7



3.3.1 Low Frequency (LF) Current Distribution
(Below I MHz)

During a natural strike, the aircraft is remote from
ground, or any other object, and the lightning current passes
into and out of the complete aircraft via very long arcs. The
return path for the current is remote and distributed and
comprises the displacement current flowing as the cloud-to-ground
or cloud-to-cloud capacitance is discharged by the flash. Current
flow through the fuselage in this condition produces the "free
space" field through the aircraft and the geometry of the magne-
tic and electric fields are not distorted by the presence of
nearby return current paths. The current distribution on the
aircraft in free space is such that the aircraft is the center
of a nesting series of magnetic field lines which conform to
the fuselage cross-section close in, and are approximately
circular beyond a few fuselage radii as illustrated in Figure 2(a).

To achieve a good simulation of lightning, it is important
only that the free space field of Figure 2(a) is duplicated close
to the fuselage. Close-in, the field lines follow the fuselage
shape. Since field lines are lines of constant flux, there are
more lines per area (high density) at projections, like the
strakes or cockpit sill, and less lines per area (low density) on
the flat or concave surfaces. Surface current density for the
fast changing current pulses is inversely proportional to the
distance from the fuselage surface to the first field line.
Since thumagnatizingforce IH,is equal to the surface current densi-
ty, J, in amperes per meter, then B - pioJ, and B is inversely
proportional to the distance from the fuselage surface of the
first field line.

The portion of the free space field close to the aircraft
can be duplicated by enclosing the fuselage in a complete return
conductor exactly on one of the field lines of Figure 2(a), as
in Figure 2(b). Now, very small fields exist outside the return
conductor, as in a coaxial cable, but the field withiin is identi-
cal to the free space field.

The current return conductor shown in Figj.r, 2(b) could be
either a solid sheet or many individual, closely spaced, thin
wires. The latter method was used in Reference 4. Neither this
nor the complete sheet system is very convenient, however, being
either costly to make or causing access difficulties. A useful
working ,.ys tem which provides adequate simulation contsists o01 a
sectional1 curreLtt: return around the ruse.lage circumference (oan-
s is ting of* two, three orf Mor-e conductrLOVS; the rgi'a fr Iumberl' pro-
v [ding t:h, best shmuil-atton. L6
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I.2

REUR CODCO

RETURN CONDUCTOR ON FIELD LINE I OF F111. 2A

CIRCULAR EQUIVALENT (c.f. Coaxial Cable).
Figure 2(b) Free Space F'ield of Figure 2(a) Retained by Return

Conductor Placed on a Field I.Anc



Figure 2(c) shows the three conductor system used for this
test which follows the technique described in Reference 3. Two -

conductors alone do not normally give an adequate simulation
of the free space field unless they are fairly distant - say five
or more fuselage radii. A two-conductor system has the addi-
tional disadvantage of high inductance (the inductance of the
fuselage and return conductors), whereas the systems shown in
Figures 2(b) and 2(c), the full coaxial, and quasi-coaxial test
systems both have the bonus of a very low inductance when re-
latively close spacing is used. The low inductance is a necessity
for our test configuration for the reasons cited in subsection 3,2.

The three-conductor system of Figure 2(c) provides a close
enough approximation of the free space field close to the fuselage,
and, therefore, the current distribution around the periphery of
the fuselage will be simulated, as long as the three conductors
are correctly placed. This applies equally to a graphite or
graphite/metal Pis-lage. Theoretically in a graphite fuselage,
the current disctrv1,ution corresponds more to the free space con-
dition since current sharing tends to be more resistively con-
trolled in graphite and hence less dependent on return conductor
number, size, and position.

The biggest difference in the current distribution of the
Gr/Ep forward fuselage from that of a production airplane is
caused by the absence of the inlet which starts at Station
161 and runs aft. Over its length, the inlet tends to "screen"
the underside of the fuselage and reduce the current density
there by a large factor.

The tendency toward current redistribution around the
fuselage (i.e., for current to forsake the Gr/Ep in favor of metal,
Sec.6) occurs with the low frequency components of the lightning
pulse, which peak around 50 kliz. The same pulse on an all metal
aircraft does not suffer current redistribution since current is
inductively shared around the fuselage and the current is a skin
effect current only. (Reference page 130, appendix)

3.3.2 High Frequency (HF)
Current Distribution

(Above I MHz)

Much higher frequencies can be theoretically predicted to
occur on an aircraft in a natural lightning strike situation and
are observed in lightning simulation tests on large components.
Ideally, the test rig duplicates the predicted "free space" HrF
currents where possible, and the design of the test rig and
current return system is also considered from this aspect.

9
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The HF currents have a similar circumferential pattern as the LF
currents in a metal fuselage, but have the additional complica-
tion of a longitudinal variation since the l1F currents are asso-
ciated with standing waves on the fuselage excited by the transi-
ents of the lightning. Airframe resonances have been predicted
and observed in NIfl? investigations of spacecraft, missiles and
aircraft (Reference 5). Figure 3 illustrates the mechanism for
lightning attachment, where the fuselage is represented by a simple
cylinder. A considerable impedance mismatch occurs at the two at-
tachment points, since the arc channel radius is - 0.5 mm compared
with an aircraft radius of 0.5 to 1.5m. The standing wave pattern
shown is the principal mode which corresponds to a frequency fl
whose wavelength is twice the aircraft length - (i.e., the ý/2
mode)

El c HZ c - velocity of EM waves
-2-- 3 X 0 m/s

aircraft length in meters.

Thus, for an llm aircraft total length, fl is 300/22 M1{z
14MHz. This mode has a current maximum at the middle, point A,
and a voltage maximum at the end, point B. Higher modes
occur at 2fl, 3fl, etc., on the simple cylinder and on an air-
craft, and the aircraft case is further complicated by
wing modes and fuselage/wing modes.

The fuselage we tested is slightly shorter than half the
total length of the full F-16 fuselage and when the return con-
ductors are assembled, the choice exists to connect them to the
fuselage at the front or back. Clearly a current maximum must
occur aL the connection point in Figure 4, point A. In this case,
the resonance is a quarter wave line resonanceas might be as-
sumed from transmission line theory, but it is the same frequency
fl as the X/2 mode for a full length fuselage and the current and
voltage anti-nodes occur at) in figure 3. For this configu-
ration, the fields are now largely contained between the conduc-
tors of the load assembly and do not appreciably radiate into
space as for the isolated "aircraft" of Figure 3, and the Q of
the system is therefore higher. The "quarter wave line" load as-
sembly suppresses 2fl, 4fl, etc. but fl,3fl -- may be observed. 1

Thus, the structures shown in Figure 2(c) and Figure 4 pro-
duce a simulation of LF and HI circumferential and longitudinal
current distribution expected on an aircraft in free space except
that the quarter wave line inhibits 2fl, 4fl, etc. and wing-

I Our test data showed a significant amount of high frequency com-
ponents at 14 and 46 MHz. See Sections 5 and 8.

11
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fuselnge modes are notL re~presented. TO VXcite the f1 , 3f 1 o , ec.1
modest a nlilmach nlUSL occur lit the capalcitor baink/load assemnbly

3 .4 (111 C), IOF1 PA RAM ETERS
FOR SCAI .1NC

much previously reported work hns sh1own L1ha1 VOlL.181.1 inldUC0Ld
into avionic intevrf-aces art, generat ed by two mailn mochd inisv

A) Ratev oft c hange of fiel ds (dB3 or. tfl); for apt.-r iu ye
UL_ it-

coupling and o thor direct Coupling Processe's Whore
intotrftdcL conduct~ors are iuliuunV~Cud di rue t.ly by t~ht'
vxte-rnal fivlds, or;

b) RuSiS LI-Vly genevriltd vol LdgvS which art, prop~ortional
to the current .1m1plitude' and which occur 11long the
enclosed S truc Lur0S. This could hev ca lied ''in tern-1,1"

coupling. Re'sistive- type voltages also occur inl loos8

diffuged thirough -.t I'V.4istiv0 matervlial, Although.1 such
-1 process is theoretically I do induit ion, the olis a

diffus ion flux and not. Olt saine f lux which occurs x tr
Mailly or il ,ipv rturLes. For chlan.ty inl this1 re~port., LlidS

proess.L ca le rSin tiV0/dI1.ffUS~iOn COUling11 41nd ill
variaibly has tHie amplitude and spectr-umi ch racteristic
Of rS iS Live voIl geS , Wi.th oly minor 11,11 differVnCVS.
Thlis is an1 i1mpor1tant diSt-ilct iol S ilice esi Vvhtivefdffu-
s ioll couplinig is anl import anlt; fealture Of inldUCed Volt:-
agel withinl gr(Aphite , 'lndt tilt La 1/grphlite. alir f . tiles

'I'N' LWO couplng 11e0t)od8 induce Volt1ages having dist-inctly
di ffe rent. (1110k tLn ic u O tilt diff~erenlCV Of thte exci. Ia I lo
s pevc t rumn. Thev spoc L rum1 of I alppi .i cable to re(S1,qisiVe opin
Lith, di/dt. npplicable to tiperture and direct coupling art, shown
inl Figure 5~ for the unipolkir s imulat ion pulse, used In1 te t C

detaild latr.

1'ho charaterviStiC di./t SpiectrUil with itsi predoml~illanC.t o)f
hener-gy is observied externally, inl t1w cockpit Linc wit-hin
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TYPICAL HF RESONANCE
FREQUENCIES
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FREQULENCY (Log Scale)

Figure 5 Theoretical and Practical Spectra of I and dL tor Current
Pulse (shown inset). Practical Spectra Have the Additional
Effect of 1H' Resonances
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Likewise, voltages having the characteristic spectrum of the
current pulse, a predominantly low frequency spectrum, are
observed within compartments having a graphite outer skin.

Test data in Section 7 demonstrates the application of I
scaling to resistive voltages and di/dt scaling for aperture
voltages.

External electric field induced voltages (dE/dt) also
occur in the cockpit, etc. and have a predominantly HF spectrum
but the graphite shields these electric fields from the
enclosed equipment bay.

Another class of coupling is demonstrated in the test data
in Section 7 and deals with (dE/dt) HF effects inside enclosures.
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SE C T 1 O N IV

T S1T CONFICURA'TIION DESIGN

A N 1) DES C R T PTION

The considerations ill the design of the West sys temn tmy be
summarized as follows:

1) A low inductance system is desirable for achieving high
I and di/dt of the order suggested in Section 3.2, while simulat-
ing the IF free space field configuration as described in Section
3.3.1.

2) 'Trh return conductors should be connected to the fuse-
lage in such a manner as to produce the 11P longitudinal currt'nt
distribution described in Section 3.3.2. This require's the return
conductors to be connected to the rear of thit, forward fuselage
section.

u ) The capacitor bank shall be comlpact and introduce minin-

mutn extra inductanct, and should be a oiis, stage System for consis-
tency and repeatability.

') lhert, must be an inipedance mismatch between the capaci-.
Lor bank/waveshaping resistor and the load assembly in order to
encourage the quarter wave line resonance (See Section 3.3.2.).

5) A waveshoping resistor should be designed to have mini-
nmum inductance, and should be readily shorted for "ring"discharges,
with least disturbance of the total circuit inductance.

6) System grounding is required for safety, for the bank
charging current, to route power into the fuselage for powering-
up electronics and for routing hard-wired instrumentation back to
the screen room, but the grounding position shall be chosen to
minimize bank- to-ground and load assembly-to-ground currents.
One end of the fuselage is preferred for the grounding point,
preferably at the fuselage rear where avionic power reference was
loca ted.

7) The charging supply for the bank and the trigger feed
to the switch (an eloctrically triggered field distortion gap was
available) should not Introduce spurious resonances, nor form
ground loops via the power supply unit in conjunction with the
main system grounding point.
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Since satisfying most of the above requirements is dependent
on the parameters of the load assembly, the load assembly design
and description will be given first. From this data, approximate
current and current rate-of-change values are calculated. Follow-
ing these calculations we have describ-!d the design of the impulse
generator, and finally total configuration.

4.1 DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION OF
LOAD ASSEMBLY

The load assembly comprises the forward fuselage mounted
horizontally on a wooden stand, the instrumentation break-out box
at the back (--.7m projection), the current transformer mounting
and the three-24" wide return conductors. The returns are illus-
trated in Figure 2(c) and are shown in the photograph in Figure
6. The return conductors are 8mnn thick, .6 meter wide aluminum
sheets fastened to a wooden frame. Insulation presents no problem
because of the low voltages involved, the grounding point position,
and the short pulse duration, therefore, return conductors were
supported by a simple wooden frame.

In the configuration shown (three conductor return), the in-
ductance is only 20% more than that of a full coaxial system.
For a full coaxial system, if r 2 - 2ri, the inductance per meter,
L, is given by

L -* log-! r~2' uH/m
2r7r

- 0.2 loge 2 piH/m (1)

and therefore the inductance of the configuration is approximately

0.14 jpH/m.

The circumferenlial positions of the return conductors were

obtained from POTENT (Reference 6) calculations. The spacing of

1 POTENT .s a 2-dimensional field mapping program for electrostatic

and magnetic field problems. Calculations are performed on a
50X50 mesh, and for the magnetic case, tabulations at each mesh
point provide values of magnetic flux, Hx, Hy, and I H I. Arbi-
trary geometry can be specified and the program allows variable
mesh spacing to improve accuracy in regions of high field curva-
ture. The data can be processed by a graph plotting routine to
produce mappings of magnetic flux contours (field lines) and HI11

as used in this report.
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the return conductors to fuselage was varied along the length of
the fuselage in an attempt to keep r 2 /r 1 approximately constant
at two. The inductance at representative stations as calculated
from the POTENT field maps were as follows:

STATION 75 STATION 150 STATION 273.5
.ONDITION (FORWARD BAY) (COCKPIT) (FUEL TANK)

Current on .177 #H/m .172 uH/m .14 uH/m
fuselage skin

Current in metal .286 #H/m .277 AiH/m .179 uH/m
or high conducti-
vity regions

As can be noted, the tabulated values show very close agreement to
the .14 #dH/m calculated from equation (1) above.

The first utility of the above values of inductance is to
facilitate calculation of total inductance of the test configura-
tions. The forward fuselage is approximately 4.9 meters long with-
out its instrumentation breakout box (See Section 6) and 5.6 meters
long with the box. Therefore, the inductance of the load assembly,
LL, is given by

LL 0.14 x 5.6 pH
- 0.78 OH

Thus, an inductance of -l1AH can be realized. This low value of
inductance enables the overall system inductance, Lo, of the
capacitor bank, switch, busbars and load assembly to be kept very
low consequently easing the problem of generating large I and di/dt
wit'A the simple bank.

4.2 DESIGN OF CAPACITOR BANK
FOR CURRENT PARAMETERS

The next consideration was the design and expected output of
the capacitor bank to the load assembly. These considerations are
as follows:

rThe low frequency equivalent circuit of a capacitor discharge

pulse generator is shown in Figure 7.
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TR IGGER .Bn
Co - Bank capacitance

Lo 'rotal se'ries inductanceu

Co I V,, 10 of bank, load assy,I resistor, etc.
R Total effective Series

resis tance

Figure 
7

Lightning Generator Equivalent CircuiL

When the capacitor bank is charged initially to Vo, thie cur-
rent pulse amplitude is given by

"I Vokt Cro - Amps(2V ~~(2)

ki 1 and is a function of 4Lo

if Ro = O, k, 1

S Vo Ampps (3)

if RO - 2-LL-- Rc (the value for critical damping)
Co

IA- - Amps (4)

where c - 2.718...

if RO is less than Rc the pulse is oscillatory. If Ro Rc a
unipolar pulse with no overshoot is achievwd.

Independently of RO the maximum rate of change di/Ut is
given by A

di IlVa Amps/s (5)
dT Lo

20



4.2.1 Calculation of I and di/dt Anmlitudes

Information development to -his point now allows some approxi-
mate, calculations to be made of and di/dt. These can then be
compared to the magnitudes we sought for the reasons outlined in
Section 3.2.

From Stction 4.1, LL is approximately 1 #H. As a first order
approximation, we estimated another 1 to 1.5 pH in the capacitor,
switch and resistor for a total circuit inductance, Lo, of 2-2.5
ji H.

A capacitor of 4 I*F, 45k\ (working voltage) was available,
thus

Lo - 2.25 pH

Co - 4.0 oF

Vo - 45k\

Assuming k - 0.85, from Oquation (2),
= 45 x 103 x .85 x 2, 25 x 1 0-6

and equation (5) gives

Adi = 45 x 103 20kA/usTE Y. T,2 =x0-6

If Ro Rc 1.5S2 (unipolar pulse) equations (4) and (5) give

i, -45x1o 3  4 10o-6

Y.7183 F3iI2- -"X

dq • O6 -_2___

= 20kA/us

These are nominal values; actual test values are given in
Section 5. However, the range of these values demonstrate that
the configuration will provide the simulation we intended to
achieve. (See 3.2 requirements)
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4.3 DESICN IMPLMIENTATION

Requirements and test configurationshave been developed.
However, the success of the test program was as dependent on the
hardware and methods of implementing the design as on development
of the requirements for the test configuration. rho items of
implemientation such as grounding, impulse generator design, and
instrumentation are discussed in this section.

4.3.1 System Grounding

Due to the simplicity and small size of the one stage bank,
considerable flexibility is possible in the layouL of the test
configuration grounding. Conventionally, one side of the capacitor
bank is grounded (as in Reference 3); other tests have grounding
points at the fuselage midpoint (Reference 1) but choice of ground-
ing should be deteniined from considerations (vi) and (vii) in Sc-
tion 4.0 above. Various possible grounding configurations are
shown in Figure 8. Choice of point (1) seemed to provide the
simplest method for accomplishing all the constraints of articles
(vi) and (vii). Additionally, point (1) also provided the most
convenient place to provide a reference to the screen room which
was used to houso the measuring instruments. Further discussions on
the screen room ark, contained in subsequent paragraphs.

With regard to spurious grounds, the small, compact bank al-
lows large separation distances above the ground so as to minimize
stray 1W current through distributed capacitance.

Selection of point (1) does allow tLhe capacitor bank to rise
to several kV during the pulse but this effect is not detrimental.
The charging and triggor loads also have high voltage impressed on
them during the pulse. These leads are effectively isolated by a
resistor string which prevents spurious currents from being in.-
j cted back into the power supply units.

As noted in Figure 8, only one point was established as a
ground for th, total test configuration. Figure 9 shows the loca-
Lion of this ground with respect to the load asseibliy and the
screen room (trailer in the background of Figure 9).

4.3.2 Inmpulse Cenerator

The high current i:mpulse generator consisted of one 41W,
50kV energy storage capacitor, an open gap switch, and a series
damping resistor. These high current elements were arranged in a
closely spaced circuit- located at the nose of the fuselage about
four feet above the floor as shown in Figure 10.
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RETURN CONDUCTOR
TRIGGER LEAD .. .,

CHARGE LEAD

REAR CURRENT
NOSE Or/Ep FUSELAGE TRANSFORMER

l~i " 0.•-TO SCREEN
STO SCREEN ROOMROMap

Ii,

1, 2, and 3 are alternative grounding points of which only
one may be used. 1 is the most convenient for instrumenta-
tion - see text.

Figure 8 Choice of Bank and Load Assembly Grounding Points
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The gop switelh was constructed with on, el.ectrode attachvd
to the capacitor and it utilizid a mid-plane trigger rod as
shown in Figure 10, The series resistor Was constructd with
tiLtanimi st..rips to provide high resistivity and the, strips were

SconlneCLUd ill alternate direeti.ons in a closely spaced stack for
minimum inductance. The resistor parameters were 1.35 olms re-
sistance and 0.3 microhenries inductance.

Charging and triggering were provided from a power supply as..
sombly located about six feet from the capacitor. Resistive isola-
Lion was provided in both the charging and trigger lines. Tim r,-
sistors wore located inside plastic tubing that was extended but-
weelln the unis. Triggering was provided through a smalle4 r trigger
gap loatted insid, the power supply assembly. (This Lriggur was
also taken out to the screen room for oscilloscope trigger.)

The unique fatures of this part of the test configuration
is the low In'ductance provided by the dauping rte sistor, and the
Cloaset, broad connections between the capacitor/gap and the load
assnmbly. A schematic of the Lest configuration is given in
Figure ii.

4.3.3 Ins trutentation

Instrunmtntation consisted of a mobile screen room, a Tektronix
S7633 oscilloscope, a Pearson 1080 current transformer, a fiber 4

optic transmitter/receiver, RG-58 and RG-22 coaxial cable, and varl-
ous calibrated loops and divider networks. This section discusses
the instrumenta tion arrangomnts.

"4,3.3. 1. Screen Room

For these tst:e, we obtained a trailer which had a 8X'.2 scrv,,n
room with an ancillary unshieldud operations room. This trailer
was parked about 12-15 feet from tho load assembly. All measure-
merts wore takenI from inside the screen room. Figure 12 shows a
portion of the internal arrangement,

The scroon room received power •trom a self-coutaiutnd trans-
fonner which was energized from facility power. The power entry
point.s into the shielded enclosure wctre filtered aud data indica-
ted no spurious signals inide theo enclosure. Hard-wire inter-
face cables into the shielded enclosure weiCA all sjhieldied with
shields grounded at the eLtry points. Referevice was the single
ground point established at the rear of the load assembly. IElec-
trical connection from the trailer to the ground was effectuad by
a se•otion of alulrLnulu pipe laid fron the ou,'sidL wall of the trail-
eIr lo ground point. At the traile,. side wall, a heavy braid was
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fitted over and clamped to the aluminum pipe and routed through an
air duct to the ancillary operations room, outside the shielded en-
closure, where it was solidly fastened.

4.3.3.2 Measurement Instruments and Transducers

All measurements were made using an oscilloscope (CRO), Tek-
tronix Model 7633 with a 7A13 differential preamplifier. This
CRO has storage capability at sweep rates of 50 ns per division,
a bandwidth of 105 MHz, and a common mode rejection ratio greater
than 200 to 1 up to 20 MHz. It was calibrated to manufacturers
specifications just prior to the tests and calibration checks were
made periodically during the test period.

The CRO inputs were provided by a coaxial or fiber optic in-
terface. The coaxial interface (RG-58 or RG-22) was used in mea-
surement of IR voltages developed along the fuselage, and flux
(both diffusion and external) voltages induced into "looped" cir-

cuits inside the fuselage. The coax was routed from the screen
room to the fuselage inside the aluminum pipe used to establish
ground between the screen room, local facility ground and the
fuselage. As can be seen from Figure 9, a vertical aluminum pipe
makes the ground connection between the fuselage and facility
ground. The vertical pipe is attached to an aluminum fixture
(instrumentation break-out box) which is in turn connected to the
metal bulkhead which exists at station 253 of the fuselage. This
instrumentation break-out box was used to facilitate instrumenta-
tion connections and to provide an extra length to promote a par-
ticular longitudinal HF resonance as discussed in Section 3.3.2.

From inside the break-out box, the instrumentation coax was
routed inside the fuselage skin to the particular areas under
test. The routing was made along metal substructure or graphite
build-up areas where possible in order to minimize pick-up in
the cable.

At: the CRO, divider networks were provided to scale the mea-
sured 7oltages so that the common mode rejection voltage would
not be exceeded at the CRO inputs. A typical divider is shown in
Figure 13. Data was measured using the differential input fea-
ture of the scope.

During tests with coaxial cable diagnostics, spurious noise
pick-Lip was periodically monitored by short and open circuit mea-
surements in order to assure a high signal to noise ratio. Figure
14 illustrates a typical check where the short circuit signal was
due to small loop coupling (i.e. simulated loop formed by the coax/
test circuit interface). The largest detected values peaked in the
tenths of volts range, Figure 14, which was negligible compared to
;ens or hundreds of volts measured by the test circuit.
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A. Short CirCUit TeSt. in
Forward B~ay.

Vertical: I V/Div.
Ifori zoflt itl: 2UISCC/DV.V

"(Open C~ir cuLt. rcst sioweci

B. xpansi~on of' Phiot~o A above.
VcI:Licikl 1. Volt/Div.

I~oj'Antn. 10 OC) s-ec/Di v

1" i gt'iro 14'Ilc No ise Choeck D!ita withb RG-2.2



When a signal to noise ratio was small enough to become detri-
mental to data accuracy, a diagnostic setup was used wf •ch incor-
porated a low noise Fiber-optic link. This system elimLnated high
conmlon mode voltages and spurious 11F pick-up from shield leaks
or interaction between the screen room and fuselage. A block dia-
gram of the fiber optic link i.s shown in Figure 15. The transmitter
and receiver units were obtained from Meret Inc., Part Number MDL238.
Since these devices did not specifically meet our requirements, a
few modifications were performed as indicated. The most important
of these modifications involved designing a buffer and frequency
compensation unit for the transmitter, and a frequency compensation
and post amplifier unit for the receiver. The result of these modi-
ficat~ions was to provide an analog system with a flat frequency re-
sponse out to 30Miz and a 20dB/decade rolloff thereafter. 'Phis re-
sulted in less than 12dB loss at our upper frequency limit of 50MHz.

The voltage divider located at the signal input was ,.idded be-
cause there was a I volt input limitation to the transmitter, The
divider was made variable by resistor R for covering a wide range

of induced voltage lcvels. The entire transinission syst-em was
placed in a metallic case (2 x 2 x 4 inches) and powered by NICAD
batteries. A twisted pair was used for connections to test cir-
cuits in order to eliminate unwanted flux coupling. Open, loaded,
and short circuit checks were continuously made du:ing all test

,phases and on all diagnostic setups to define real zero and voltage
levels not associated with the test circuit,

FIgures 16 and 17 show examples of the loaded and open cir-
cult noise levels, respectively, A few quick tests showed this
noise was Located essentially in the receiver unit. However, the
noise level was sufficiently low and its frequency high enough as
not to significantly interfere with accurate data acquisition,

For complete iso 1 at:ion from the high noise environment, the
storage scope used for recording data was also triggered by a
fiber optic link, TIi iis link was designed and built at G. 1). and
conslists of simply a wavushaping circuit and transmitter receiverunits , It can respond to a 20 nanosecond pulse up to 50 volts and
has a dolay tH.i0e comparable to that of the data 1. ink.

The tvanducerVs in general were circui.tn- which wero placed
inside the fuselage in part icular places to evaluate offects such
ias diffusi.on and apertures. The circuits consisted of loops,
coax, open c:ircuit wires, twisted palir and twi.sted-shice"ded pa[r.
In addition, small, calibrated one and four-turn loops were used
to measure flux (and indirectly current) distributi:on both -inside
and ottluide the fusel-ge shell,
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The primary current pulse was measured using a Pearson Model
1080 transformer connected around the connection point between the
fuselage shell and the return conductors. This instrumentation
point is located at the aft end of the fuselage between the in-
strumentation break-out box and the returns.
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The current wavuform developed by the impulse generator was
an over damped unipolar pulse with a peak value of 20,000 amperes
rising to peak in 3.2 microseconds and falling exponentially to
50% at 8.5 microseconds from turn-on. The initial rate of cur-
rent rise was 17 kA/,us. It was generated from a charge voltage
of 45 kV on the 4/IF capacitor.

The currunt was measured with a calibrated current transform-
er, Pearson Model 1080, located at the aft end of the fuselage.
Trhe transformue provided an accurate trace of the basic current
waveform but it was found that it acted as a differentiator of
high frequencies and exaggerated components that were faster than
its rated rise time of .25 microseconds. The current wave con-
tained faster components and they were measured separately as
described below.

The output of the current transformer was recorded and a
computer analysis was made by using a digitizer to collect input
data points from the current trace. The waveform and its charac-
teristics ire shown in Figure 18. A Fourier transform of the
low frequency components was made and is shown in Figure 19.

Parameters of the test circuit were determined from component
measurements, from waveform analyses and from measurements of im-
pulse voltages. The circuit inductance was determined from an
undardamped wavefomn that was obtained by shorting the damping
resistor and discharging the capacitor at 45 kV. The waveform
and its analysis are shown in Figure 20. The division of the
circuit inductance between the components was determined by mea-
suring impulse voltages around the circuit. Voltage was measured
with respect to the screen room through a voltage divider located
at the screen room wall with the sensing lead connected to the
circuit at right angles to the current path. The initial impulse
voltage across each component was determined from the traces and
the inductance of the underdamped circuit was divided among the
components in proportion to the initial voltage drops. The mea-
sured and calculated values of R, L, and C are tabulated in Table
1.

In comparing the values obtained with the requirements we
developed in Section 3, there is a very good agreement with what
was expected.
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T'ABLE 1

TEST CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

A. Capacitance:

Bridge, Brown Elec. Co. Model 312A

Capacitor, CSI Model 50W588NP 40

B. Resistance Calculated from Waveforms:

Undurdamped circuit .165 ohms
Overdamped circuit 1,686 ohms

DC Resistance of components:
Bridge, Rubicon Co. Model 1622

Damping Resistor 1.350 ohms
Fuselage and return conductors .0228
Fuselage forward compartment .01.05

C. Inductance Calculated from Waveformn:

Undurdamped circuit 2.26 jili

Inductance of components calculated
from voltage d&vision:
Capacitor and gap ashy. 0.23
D)amping resistor 0.28
Generator connections 0.79

Generator total 1.30 pill

FuseLage Sta, 60 to 253 0.56
Return conductors Ota. 60 to 253 0.34
End connections Sta. 253 0.34

Load total 1.24 Itl-

Total test circuit 2.54J
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5. 1 1,01 FRE~QUENCY (1,F~) DISTRIBUTIONtws

1t011neaau in dtail a fusolage Staition 85. The forward cornparL-
mncit. Wad5 Ltot.lly Comp1OS i LL Uxc(2pt forV Metal ring, mombutrs atL S U]-
Lioens 60 anld 98. Al cqliplpmcn 1, wirnad equipment MIUultLSWet
rem11ovkd fIrorn the1 co11j~arImunt~l.1 pr'ior Lo 010 testS so that t10 IrusulL
Would inldicate Chara-,Cteri8tiCS Of anl all Com1poSiLu StrUC1.Ure. T1he
20 kA LteSt C-Urrvnt Was applied enid to und f-or each melasuromnit-1.

Loops were plated initially in Six locations; around tILe out-
S ide Of tilt fU8elage. Field traces (integrated VOIltges) are
shown in Figure, 21. Theo flux wavushape, with time was found to
be s imi lar to that. o' Lith, driving currentI as ean be 800n from La
compa rison with1 F'Igurt' 18.[I 1hinuMIigeic f-ield pa Itternl producedI by the Lo'5t curren1t puls0

W~slila~uodwithi small wi rv loops . Six identical loops were con.-
8tlL-CLtd by winding f-our turns of No. 24 wire on a 3/4 x 2 inch2woodenl f orM. 1'ho Vesl4tanit Coil. looped an area Of .00108 Mn with
four turns1 L1nd h11d tin induc tatIcL Of 1.8 jp11. E'Xich coil was connoc-
tevd to PdJ58 cable whiich was routedL through th0 fIuSll~go Lo 01L, CR0
and was terminated withi 50 ohmis. t'L, signal Was diVided at the CR0
for' volg- tgIL' ma9ure'Ments and Was connected to a 100 flS integrator
fo flux measuroemns . Th10 time cons tant of thO 1oop-'cablo system1
was doet.rmfi nd to be adequate for Hie LF traces but was Loo long
to permiti scaling of the high fe17quimncy Components of voltage.

As can. be seen from Figure 21, tho dis tribution around thC
fuso' Ige is very uni form (as would be the casC in free space and
as was tifl initial. requ11ireme1nt in thu des ign of the test coufigurai
t.-ion).

T'O providV a clieck on the data, the magnetizing force(. around
sLa-Lion 8.5 was caileulat.vd from 010 measured field s trongth and was

comprodWith cthe magnotizing force that was calculatod from the.
driving current: and thie fuselage dimensions . For oxample, tho
peak field of circuit A03 in Figure 21. Was .0089 w~'bvrs/meotvr&
The inagne tizing foree at thilt. poinit Wa8 thiS Lield intensity dlvi**
Lied by the p.'rravability of free space, or .0089/47r xlO--7 =7082
Amp/metevr. This value, is in good agrt.'nwmnt with the avoragc' iag.-
netiZing for:ce of thu- driving current which was ý0 kA and a fuse -
lage circumference at station 85 of 2.74 meters, or 7290 Amip/metor.
T1his Value also compares favorable withi values predicted by POTENT
ias shown inl Soeti(on 0.

Next , the loops wore placed i~ns ide the EUse lagC at thv same I
six locations. 'Ihec reault.s are shown in Fiigurp 22. '.I'lhe internal
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flux did not follow the driving current, but followed a diffusion/
redistribution pattern that was determined by characteristics of
the fuselage. Note that the general shape of the flux (which is a
measure of in. ernal skin current) follows the shape sutggested by
tLh1 theory. (See Section 6.)

5.2 HIGH FREQUENCY (HF)
DISTRIBUTION

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, a longitudinal distribution
of IIF current was expected in our test configuration. Measurements
were made in a similar manner as in the LF tests. The expected

,)redominant frequencies were 14MHz and 42MHz. These currents were
expected to be maximum at the aft end and minimum at the forward
end.

'igur-,,; 23(a) and (b) show the loop voltage and current (inte-
gral of loop voltage) at the aft end and Figures 23(c) and (d)
show the comparable values at the generator. At 300 nanoseconds
from tuin-on, the current at the aft end measures 1.98 amperes peak-
to-peak (0.6 x 330 ampi) and at the forward end 92 amperes peak-to-
peak (0.2 x 463 amps).

The predominant frequency shown in the integrated waveform
is .•4MItz. The int-gration time was too long to show any higher
frequency componert. However, the higher frequency (approximately
46Mhiz) is evidv'nt ;n the voltage shown in Figures 23(a) and (c).

To demonstrate that the effect (HF components) is due to
transmission line mis-watch, the characteristic impedance of the
set-up was calculated (14CII ) and this value resistance was con-
nected ac.'oss the forward end of the fuselage between the return
conductors and the fuselage. The measurement of current was re-
peated, with the results shown in Figure 24(a) and (b). Clearly,
the HF components are a transmission line effect as the 14MFlz
component is almost completely damped out. During tests, the
damping resistor was -iemoved.
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Oscillogram Scaling: 4 2DvVertical: 27 x 10- Webers/Mcter/Dv
Horizontal: 2 usec/Div.

STA 85
LOOKING FWD

icild Distributioni (STA 8.5) -Low Frecuency 43
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Oscillogram Scaling:
Vertical: 6.75 x 1.0-4 2ebers/Mctcr /Dly.

Horizontal: 2 usec/Div.

24-

i• 0 "

STAO 85
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ield Distribution (STA 85) - Low Froquency
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(A)

Loop Voltage

Vertical: 10 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 100 nsec/Div.

JB)

Current waveform indicated
by 100 nsec integrator.

Vertical: 330 Amps/Div.

Horizontal: 100 nsec/Div,

Figure 24 Effects of Matching the Impedance of the Test
Configuration
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graphite bay doors are secured to all metal sub-
structure. The right hand side panel has metal in-
serts for the screw heads.

In all sections the predominant modes of induced voltage were det-

ermined. Surface IR* and loop voltages were predicted and measured,
including the dependence on circumferential posltion, and depth
within the bay (i.e., distance in from skin). Also dhe effect of
metal fasteners and of screening of the wires to induced volt-
ages is shown.

Additional measurements included:

(a) Small aperture effects

(b) Attenuation of H.F. fields through graphite panels

(c) :erformance of twisted pairs, coaxial cables and
shieldud twisted pairs in presence ol aperture and
diffusion fields.

(d) Effect of additional metal conductors and their impact
on the circumferential variation of voltages

(e) It. V. effects inside unclosed areas (fwd bay) due to
capacitive coupling

(f) Flux distribution inside the fuselage.

The test series also included an "electronics powered up" test
on the aircraft to check for interference or damage.

6. 1 PRI )tCTFED R iSULvS : FORWARI EQUIPMIE'NT BAY (. .I. B. )

6.1.1 Surface IR Voltages

A POTENT (Reference 6) field mapping of the front kuselag,
•t station 75, with the specified load assembly return conductor
positions, yielded the: surface magnetizing force 11 shown in
Figure 2 5(a) . Thesu values are identical to the surface current
densIty (i.e. , current per unit: width for longitudinal current)

rThe teini surface IR voltage means that the resistively produced
voltage is measurvd by soensing connections along the inner face
of the panel whoso outer surface is the outer surface of the
aircraft skin.
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LINE OF SYMMETRY
60,80

6...6580

-7090
S---7600

__8100 CALCULATED VALUES OF
H AND HENCE SURFACE

"81600 CURRENT DENSITY J IN
(A) =--9106 AMPS/m FOR 1-20KA

-8600
8100

.- 7090
6470 _8580

2
3

. FIELD LINES tLInes of Conutunt
12 Fhx) FUR CURRENT IN

GRAPHITE BUILT-UP AREAS
TOTAL FLUX IS PROPORTIONAL

(B) TO NUMBER ON FLUX LINE

8

7-

"253
- .... 274

- -. *------ - 295

-------.-. 418 CALCULATED TOTAL
"444 VOLTAGES INCLUDING

JOINT VOLTAGE WHERE
JOINTS FORE --.. 470 APPROPRIATE() AND AFT IN
THIS REGION

--- --366

274209

Figurc 25 StaLion 75 - Calculated Flux and II Values
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also tn Amps/mlter, in thle condition where the current distribution
Is essent tUill, ly inductively shared around the cutire fuselage peri-
phery, It CanlI he showIn that: C1.i-rtent rcdistribution fis snmall up to
penk ctAIur l.nt: 8h.1 LYuureunt. pmnetrattio throuplh the graphite is so
fast., the Insidu surface voltage follows the currenti pulse. There-
fori' the ext:verwi 1. current. produces a voll. tagv on tile inside surfalce
of t.,hi grapli I v pa1). 1 gi ven by an 1 Ohm, s Law cal Icu 1at oilo

v - J-Purt Volts (6)

where J - local surface current density
),tt . Of feO tive resist.A.Vity of graphite panel.

- panel length
h , pan•e 1. thickness

.1 is obtainied from Fiyure 25(a) and in the F1,".B; 9 - 3 8" (.965m),
h for ()-ply It, 0.84 x 1 l Pt,n '1 v is hi:ktn froVIt ll• LsUIred datl ,
For ca. letiat tonls in tthis report, the value oif /1, its taken to bL' the
resittvit~y o t'he surface ply , This value is 3750 x 10"811m
Mid Was8 Insug8ltVred al dIN scribed in Volume I of this report . Thim value
of rc, istslvity In lower than most published values and is lower than
would be predicted for a (0, +45). panel, usling P4 P, 1nd1P , as niensuLrd il
Volume I . The fact is, aLn ufl.ective bulk resistivity for the
fuse lage will Wiry cons idera bly around and along the ustelago peri-
phery due Lo metail substructure, ply build-up such as around access
doors and other ply and conotruction anomali.s sis discussed in this
report, Such anonlaliLs would all.wIays tend h:o maike the of tX'ctiV e
rests tivity lower than would be predicted fov uniform structure con-
taining only graphite and epoxy.

Usling above values for j , h , 1\vr, and J (from Figure 25 a) t he
ScaL.culat ed volt:ages are shown ill Hvguru 25(b) . To allow for the
screw oin tin the access panels , a rem: st tance (ti 5m 11l -m will. be

usted ba, ed on measurementsa on Environment al Conditioning 'lest:s made
at- General. Dynamics,. For 2 joinuts per panel (fore and aft) , the
Lotal joint voltage V to he added to the l"Flgure 25(b) values arei,

VJ - 3 x 10 x l10 3 Volts.

Thus the total metal. ring-to-metal ring (station 60 to 98) voltigce
11at. ly IR wi.re (seee Figure 38) will, be VR + V

Total1 voLtages, including, Joint voltages as appropriate, are
given in Figure 25(c).
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6.1.2 Internal Loop Voltages Generated by Diffusion Flux

Internal volLages in loops are induced by the diffusion flux,
that is, flux which passes through, as distinct from around, a
conductor. To Ustimate internal loop voltages the field pattern
of the diffusing flux is required - this is shown in F igure 25(b).
(also obtained by POTENT). For this calculation, current flow is
in four conducting paths only .. the regions of graphite build-up.

The flux adopts the same pattern throughout the entire dif-
fusion process. Flux which has passed through a conductor has a
rate of change depending on that conductor material, (thickness
resistivity, etc.) and cannot change as fast as tha external flux.
Voltages of a generally similar waveform and amplitude as the skin
J p voltages will be generated on loops (cf Theorem I in Appendix).

Using equatLion(A13)in the appendix, Lhe voltages on separate
small, loops can be calculatud by a difference technique. That is,
the loop voltage can be considered to be the difference between
two loops, each comprising one longitudinal arm of the test cir-
cuit, and a common rutuen close to the graphite build-up.

Thus, voltages on the 8" x 2" loops #1, #2 and #3 (see Figure
38) are calculated by the difference in the flux 0 at the posi-
tion of longitudinal wires as follows:

Vloop #__1

VR

where 0/, is the flux at the graphite surface where VR is

measured, and 0 1 and ., are the fluxes linking the two
longitudinal sides of th7, 8" long loop; 0 being the closest
to the graphite panel. Likewise for loop #2, the voltage is
ca]culated from 02 -- 03 and so on. The flux values from
the POTENT tabulation are:

.5217 .4677 .4167 .3733 .5558

Pxt__ICp Calculation Lop2 YA# Using the predicted panel Jp volt-age for VR which was given as 379V, and allowing for the reduced

length of the loop (8" instead of 38" used for calculating VR)0
the predicted voltage is

v#1 (01--02 ×VR , - .054 x 379 x8 7.75V
38 .35 51
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Similarly for loops #2 and #3:

V#2 - 7.3V

V#3 - 6.2V

A comparison with measured data follows the sections on predic-
tions for the cockpit and the aft bay.

6.2 PREDICTD RISUt'S: COCKPIT ARlMA-SrTATION 126-168

Voltages in the cockpit area will be induced by both resistive/
diffusion coupling and aperture coupling. The two mechanisms are
treated separately, but in any general case instar tancous voltages
produced by the two mechanisms can be added algebraically for total
voltage.

6.2.1 Cockpit IR Voltages

The calculation Method used is the ame as used above for the
F.EH.; and is simplifid by the absence of removable access panels
(Station 126 is behind the lower equipmunL bay). However, the many
chatiges of skin thickness both along and around the cockpit tinkc
calculations difficult. The strakes further complicate the problem
since they are different material and diffexrent thickness (thrtno,.
plastic rosin 8-*ply, right; regular resin. 16-ply, left). On the
cockpit: floor, between the longeron, 10-ply increasing to 14-ply
toward the back is use.d. The longurons arc. concentrations of 0(*
fiber. Above the longerons up to Lh. waist joint is 10-ply,
changing to 6-ply up to the canopy "illl eXcOpt at the ).Vft side,
at the rear (adjacent to the gun muzZle) where it is 10-ply.
Figure 26(a) shows the external surfaco field (calculated by
POTENT) thus' giving the surface current density from which the
voltage drops were calculat-ed. Calculated ancd measured values
are shown in Figure 28,

"6.2.2 Cockpit Aperture Flu. induced Voltages

i bhs calculation will use th, same assumptions for a graphitO
fuse lago as for moetal; that is, the initial aperture field is un-
"affected by current re-dls tributI on. This has beun d1e11onstr Uated to
be true for metal. The POTENT calculation, referred to in the
above paragraph, also produced the flux contours ('field lines')
shown in Figure 26 (b). From the POTENT tabulation which produced
Figure 26 (b) , calculation of voltages can be made by calculating
MTF, which is defined in the Appendix, equation A2 in terms of I'
and M. M, F in effect: is the fraction of the Lotal flux which
couples the circuit or loop; multiplied by L:
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18000. (A)

,6340

"6690
CALCULATED VALUES OF

-. 5030 H (and hence J) IN AMPS/rn
FOR P' 20 kAmp

"'14900

'" 5520  5140

.3
.25

FIELD LINES (Flux Contours)
AROUND COCKPIT AT
STATION 150

*0_5- ' THIS DEMONSTRArESTHE

INTRUSION OF APERTURE
FLUX INTO THE COCKPIT
(Geometry is Simplified)

Figure 26 Station 150 - Calculated Flux and H Values
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MTF Lx I . L H//m flux linking loop or circuit

L'x H1 1/m total flux between fuselage
i and return conductors ( M I

weber in POL'1NT tchnique)

in any circuit of arbitrary length, k,
dxtt X' AL volts.

Using this method, the calculated voltage for a longitudinal loop,
'Loop 1' in the floor of the cockpit is as follows:

"1 36" - .91rn, vertical wire spacing - 1.5" (-3.81cm),
height from floor - 2" (-5.08cm). From tabulation
0- .0124 - .00654 (that is, difference of flux at
+ 3.5" level and +2" level).

j6,1 , L' - 0.172 uH/m (see para. 4.2.4), and di -

17.2 kA/us. d-

VM 17.2 x 109 x 0.172 x 10-6 x .91 x .00586

= 15.8V

Loop 2 has the same orientation and dimensions as Loop 1
but is raised to 14.5" from the cockpit floor. By a similar cal-
culation, using the appropriate value of 01

VM am 27V

Three loops #1, #2, and #3 (shown in Figure 52) were situated
along the cockpit side wall. Voltages were also calculated by a
similar technique giving 2.7V, 3.OV and 2.9V respectively. All
aperture flux within the cockpit is transverse, in simple theory,
and hence the predicted voltage in loops which have no loop area
orthogonal to the flux direction will be zero. Figure 26(b)
shows the direction of the field lines across the cockpit.

6.3 PREDICTED RESULTS AFT BAYS-STATION 227-253

Voltages in both the upper (anmmo handling bay) and aft right-
hand strake bays are resistive/diffusion voltages only. There-
fore, the prediction technique follows that used in the F.E.B.
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As in the forward bay an extra potential drop caused by the joint
resistances are included since both panels are removabl,.

6.3.1 IR Voltages in Upper Bay

(SeC Figure 27(a) for surface ficl d) Calculations werv madi cd
for the following wire numbers (seC Figure 56).

#1 central

#2 7" off center toward right

#3 17" off center towaLrd right

'The bay cover panel is 10-ply, arId the calculations aie mtade Onl
a 27" length to compare with measurements. J obtained from POTENT
was ai; follows:

#1 #2 #3

J 3575 3520 3492 Amps/ni

V1, (graphite only) 6' 64 62 V

Vj (105illso) 36 35 35 V
•_, total joint

res is tance)

V;VT'OrTAL 101 99 97 V

6.3.2 Loop VolLages in Upper Bay

Two loops are calculated, corresponding to the measured loops,
#1 and #2 of Figure 58. These are 26" long centrally placed, 8"down and 15.55" down respectively from the top graphite panel. The
loop calculation assumes that the loop is completed by running

wices across to the metal bulkheads and back along the side metal
panel as shown in Figure 58. As before, for loop calculations in
the F. E. B.,

"VR (loop) V1 x

SSurface
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•i and Os are obtained from the tabulation from which Figure
27(b) is derived. Figure 27(b) shows the pattern of the diffus-
ing flux.

For loop #1

VR (loop) = 120 x 0.357 90V0.474

For loop #2

VR (loop) 120 x 0.272 - 69V

The total measured voltage, metal ring-to-metal ring was used for
VT.

6.3.3 IR Voltages in Aft RH Strake Bay

These IR voltages were calculated as in paragraph 6.1.1 above.
The graphite is 6-ply, a 22" (.56m) measuring length is used and
the other data is as below:

Circuit #4 #5 #6 (See Figure 56)

Distance
from 22" (.56m) 15"(.38m) 5V" (0.14m)
Strake (and IV" from strake
IEdge metal)

J 2860 2780 3450 Amps/mr

VR 69 67 83 Volts

Vj (l0nI$2 29 29 35 Volts
total
joint

resistance)

VT 98 96 118 Volts

6.4 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED DATA

6.4.1 IR Comparisons

Figure 28 shows a comparison between predicted IR voltages
in the three areas tested. Agreement is generally very good with
some exceptions as dir'cussed below.
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3740 CALCULATED PEAK SURFACE
FIELD H IN AMPS/m FOR
I MAX -20 kAmps

'.i 3280

(A)
t (A)-2810

32803-40

4210
• • 4670

3748

4AT RETURN
CONDUCTORS

DIFFUSION FLUX PLOT:
CURRENT IN METAL STRAKE

,403- . .AND METAL PANEL (Showi
_5_- rCroshuatched.) OUTLINE OF

.303 --- FUSELAGE IS SHOWN DASHED
i• ~2b3 ,--
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0.05

Figure 27 Station 237.5 - Surface H Field and Diffusion Flux

Plots Calculated Using Field Mapping Program
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253MEASURED VO LTAG ES--5

MEASURED"VOLTAGES CALCULATED TOTAL VOLTAGES

350- 
-.444

435 No .2 ------ 40

440----.344

420 N No.44- 418
360- 5
270-

270~ _392

STATION 75 N\269

140WL r\ IqI(R)
170(R)

104(L)
72(R) 51

150

STATION 
150

13-- -101
120 -.. , 9

130 -9

110

64- _
34 (1•18) SEE TEXT

STATION 2315 -METAL
Figure 28 Comparison of Measured and Calculatud IR Voltages

on Graphite
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A. F. E..

Con,;isttent agrelement WaS obtatined iL all. values; the predic-
tions are within I07,, of measured values. This agreement confirms
the choice of low valueO for tanld p 4 5of1br the graphite panels.

1.. COCK 11 VT

Because of the complexity of the cockpit area in terms of

ply thickness, strakc geometry, etc., the predictions werc not
expected to be as reliable as in the 1 E. t".. . 'the ,zhImplle.t geometry
was the cockpit floor where agreement was adequate. At 'waist'
level inside, 51V was calculated compared to 104V (IL) atid 72V (R)
measured. This indicates that the strakes do not contributo much
to the fuselage conductivity, perhaps because of inadequate elec-.
trical bonding (Mechanical bonding strength is not being ques-
Lioned, ) The results are all the more surprising because the
thicker strake is on the right side which may have contributed to
the lower value the-c Lhan on the left. Tho voltagus higher up
the ,,stdeLtoward the sill. are in somewhat bettor agreement.

C. AFT BQUI MINT UAYS

'rhe geometry is ,,•ipler here, except for possible influence of
the metal boundary on the panel around its entire periphery. On
comparision of the voltages shown in Figure 28, the upper bay mea-
sured voltages are all higher, and the RH bay voltages lower, than
01the c IIculated values. Examiination of data a1nd the test system
has ruled out many possible sources of error, leaving only varia-
tions oC J and p as likely causes. The most likely cause is the
'end effect' of the test rig, created by the shape of return con-
ductors, the aluminum extension box and the fuselage, whtch may
have tended to increase current centrally at the expense of cur-
rent in the strakes. Also, the shape of the rear cockpit fairing
just in front of the panel may have increased J too. While these
,arguuments are speculative, the data is in qualitative support of
such an explanation.

The prediction of 118V at 1-" from the metal strake is in any
case not a reasonable prediction since current flow in the metal
alongside influences and reduces the graphite current.

A significant effect can be seen in the joint voltages, see
Table 8. The sum of the two joint voltages is .3 of the graphite
panel voltage for the RI-I bay, Lit .62 for the upper bay. These
figures give joint resistances of 3.5m Q and 6mi,? for the side and
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upper panel joints respectively. This may be accounted for by
the presence of metal inserts in the graphite for the screw heads
on the side panel.

6.4.2 Diffusion Flux Loop Voltage Comparison

A. F 1.,.B. Loops Calculated V Measured V
(Figure 28)

#1 7.75 71
#2 Figure 38 7.3 6.5

#3 6.2 5

B. Aft Bay Figur 56 90 85

#2 69 51

These show excellent agreement with predictions.

6.4.3 Aperture Flux Comparison in Cockpit

Loops Calculated Voltage Measured Volt~ige

36" on floor 15.8 12

36" rais:d [4 5 Para. 27 246 , 6.2.2

#1 2,7 2.4

#2 Figure 52 3.0 2.2

#3 2.9 2.5

These results also show good agreement and indicate that. the as-
sumption used in the calculations is justified, that is, the aper-

ture flux in a graphite fuselage cockpit can be predicted as if
the fuselage were metal.

6.4.4 General Conclusions

All voltages which were. predicted to be generated by resistive/
diffusion coupling, includes the measurements in the F. E.1B., IR

voltages in the cockpit and all the Aft bay circuits did in fact

produce voltages generally similar to the current pulse. Diiffusion

flux generated loop voltages in general, lack the extreme L.F. compo-

nents since they must show a zero crossing and polarity reversal

h62
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to conserve the total quantity of flux which enters and Lcaves
the loop. However, they show the essential features of the current
pulsqe shape an(d have an initial rate of rise similar to the cur-
rent pulse and therefore a similar HF spectrum. This can be sven
by comparing the spectrum of a diffusion flux generated voltage on
a loop shown in Figure 44 with the current pulse spectrum shown in
Figure S.

Conversely, all the measured aperture flux voltages, in the

cockpit have the characteristic di/dt wave shape which implies a
fast rise to peak voltage at t - 0+ and a zero crossing at approxi-
matuly 3us. W)ue to the effect of diffusion flux, the zero cross-
ing in Loop 1 test Wn the cockpit floor occurred early because a
diffusion flux induced voltage subtracted from the aperturo flux
vo l tage.
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S E1 C 1' I 0 N VII

TE S T D A T A C O M P I L A T I O N

The composite forward fuselage, Figure 29, was basically
divided into three different test areas: forward bay area
(stations 60 to 98), cockpit area (stations 98 to 168), and the
aft section (stations 168 to 253). The following presentation
of data will be soctioned relative to these areas for ease of
categorization. Data tables, charts, and typical oscillograms
will be given throughout this write-up to describe fuselage r,-
sponse to the lightning current pulse and to illustrate repre-
sentative waveforms measured during the various test phases.
Data will also be correlated between a scvre 200kA lightning
strike and the 20kA test current pulse.

7. 1 DATA EXTRAPOLA.ION TO 200kAMPS

Reference I defines a severe lightning strike as having a
200kA peak anmlitude and lO0kA/us rate of rise with these values
being excodoed only about 0.5 peviceit of the time. Since air-
craft are now being designed to withstand this level of current.:,
Lest data reported herein will be extrapolated up to that ampli-
tude for comparison. 'No basic extrapolations were required for
data measurements because of different coupling mechanisms.
These extrapolations correspond either to curre1nt amplitude, or
to current rate of rise, di/dt. Initially, each scaling factor
was assumed to be a linear extrapolation from the 20kA-17kA/usec
current waveform to a 200kA-lO0kA/us severe lightning strike and
was defined as followv:

Current (I) Scaling Factor - 200kA - 10:3.
20 kA

Current Rate of Rise (di/dt) Scaling Factor - 100kA/usec
17. IkA /usec

m 5.85:1

The scaling factor applicable to particular data was deter-
mined by an analysis of the test circuit, expected response, and
shape of voltage waveforms measured on the test circuit.

In order to verify applicability of linear extrapolation
between different current and di/dt amplitudes, a series of tests
was performned at varying generator outputs. The first test of
the scaling verit.ication series was relative to a voltage drop
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.1between two poinits in the fuselage. In the forward bay, wea~sure-
ments were taken between the aft/forward bulkheads at stationn 98
and 60. Oscillogranisi taken during these tests, are shown in Figure
30 for input current amplitudes of 2OkA and l0kA. 'The peak vol-
tages s;how a 2 :1. rat io for thle correspondi~ng 2 :1 peak current
change'C

Another similar test was performed on the cockpit Floor
(center line) between stations 130 and 168, This test compared the

Li 2OMA unipolcir pulse to a damped oscillatory current at 48,7kA peak
anipltude or a 2.31current increase, Te resultant voltage
drop between the two stations at peak values showed a 2.33:1 in-
crease. in voltage amplitudes which is in close agreement to the
current increame. That the scaling is indeed current scaling is
demonstrated by tile fact that thle measured voltag.e waveforms
correspond in time t~o the current waveforms. More sijgnificantly,
the di/dt for the M2OA unipolar and 48. 7kA oscillatory was the same.
Ha~d the induced voltage been proportional to di/dt , then there
would not have. been a change in induced levels.1 The second of thle verification series dealt with di/dt
scaling. Due to thle physics of coupling, those tests must be per-
formed in ain aroa where thle primary coupling, muchanism is external
flux. The area chosen was in the center of the cockpit. A loop
was placed 8 inchies above the cockpit floor and the generator was
modified to produce hiigh current dam~ped o~rcillatory waveforms.
Figure 31 shows the induced voltages in the loop at three different
current levels and three different di/dt' s. The peak currents were
3]..2kA, 48.6kA, and 72,9kA. The correspondi~ng di/dt's wer._, 8.9kA/us,
13.lkA/us, and 19.4kA/US, respectively.

Since thle di/dt. changes from pulse- to- pulse at thle same. rate
as I (i.e. amplitude change at a constant f-requency) , the key to

V determining whether the Induced voltage Is proportional to I or
di/dt is thle initial wiaveshape. A -review of the osclillograms In
Figure 31 shows an initial value at t.-0+ which follows a di/dt.
coupled waveform rather than an IR induced voltage where V(O]1-)=0.

Some anomiolies do exi-st in this data, Figure 31, which niust
be accouinted for in order to validly extrapolate by di/dt ritios.
The time from initial turn-on to first zero-crossing should ideally
be one-quarter cycle rather than the mu~ch shorter timie durations
observed in the three oscillograms. Thle apparent shift froil ;I
coaSLne wave to spike at t-0+ is due to tin additional diffusion
f lux component. However, an extrapotation value i~s based on the
ratio of dli/dt components at di~fferrnt generator outputs (e.g.
ratio of peak values of Figures 31a to ti~me corresqponding? values
of Figure 31b) . Since thle separate ratios of external. or diffu-
nion flux components equal a constant (ra1tio of current !mltds
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A. IR drop (Sta 98 to 60)
measured at a 20kAmp level.

Vertical: 50 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 10 usec/Div.
(220 volt peak amplitude)

B. IR drop (Sta 98 to 60)
measured at a 10 kAmp level.

Vertical: 20 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 10 usec/Div.
(110 volt peak amplitude)

Figure 30 Linear IR Voltage Waveforms Taken
in the Forward Bay at 20 kAmp and 10 kAmp
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A. Loop voltage measured at
a 31.2 kAmp level.

Vertical: 2 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 20 usec/Div.

B. Loop voltage measured at
a 48.6 kAmp level.

Vertical: I Volt/Div.
Horizontal: 20 usec/Div,

C. Loop voltage measured at
a 72.9 kAmp level,

Vertical: 1 Volt/Div.
Horizontal: 20 usec/Div.

Figure 31. Loop Voltage Variation Measured in the Cockpit at

Three l)ampecd Oscillatory I,evels.
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the rn,ý io of the sum of extt:rnal plus diffusion flux components
yields a simple algebraic relationship equal to the same constant
current ratio.

The ratio of peak values between the di/dt waveforms of
Figure 31 should thus equal the chaiige in generator output. When
comparing 31(a) to 31(b), the voltage ratios from the first six
peak amplitudes yield an average value of 1.58:1. which correspondsI
to the source di/dt ratio of 1.56:1 (also equal to the ratio of
current amplitudes for constant frequency or 48,6kA/31.2kA-l.56),
The next comparison, six peak values from 31(b) and 31(c), gives
a ratio of approximately 2,7:1 while the source di/dt ratio comes
to 1.5 (72.9kA/48.6kA),

As can be ijeen, the linearity of scaling did not hold through
the 72.9kA/19,4kA per usec pulse. The induced level is 1.8 times
higher (2.7/1.5) than would be predicted from either I or di/dt
scaling, thereby indicating some parameter change, It was during
this higher current (iLe., 72.9kA) level. that arcing was first ob-
served along the joints of the metal canopy interface (the irnter-
face is not a continuous piece of metal structure). It is suggest-
ed that the non-linear scaling condition is due to the arcing, The
arcing in effect createb a lower impedance path in the area around
the top of the canopy, and this in turn allows greater current den-
sities to exist near the top of the cockpit area. Additionally,
the arcing mechanism may tend to alter local di/dt conditions at
the canopy interface,

This test points out an important aspect of scaling, parti-
cularly in graphite/metal fuselages. Assumption of linear scaling
in areas where arcing can occur may result in errors when extra-
polated to high levels.

From the above test data, we feel the cockpit di/dt scaling
factor should be 10.5 (5.85 x 1.8) rather than the 5,85 which will
be used in fuselage areas other than the cockpit. The effect of
this arcing on current amplitude related measurements is not known
and we estimate voltage drops between points on the cockpit wall
can be either lower or higher than actual data taken at 20kA. How:-
ever, we will assume the 10:1 extrapolation because of lack of data.

7.2 FORWARD BAY

The forward bay area afforded the best closed area in the
fuselage as there exists a minimum number of apertures and no
metallic ribs except for the ring members at the front and aft
bulkheads (stations 60 and 98). This configuration represented

an ideally controllable test area which was approximately cylin-
drical in shape, closed in all planes or open via small apertures,
and comprised of all composite side walls. The aft bulkheads
(station 98) was also composite with small apertures located in
various positions (cable feed-thru poinu:t) while the forward
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bulkhead (radome interface) was sealed off with aluminum foil in
order to provide a completely closed area. By adding or sub-
tracting apertures, open or closed sections, internal racks/
equipment, etc., we were able to obtain specific changes in
current and flux patterns in the bay. In this nmanner, we have
been able to study the characteristics and responses of a
closed composite fuselage section to lightning currents.

7.2.1 Basic Test Data

'wo basic test circuits have been used to define primary
electromagnetic rules associated with composites. The first of
these circuits was a wire loop for measuring magnetic flux pene-
tration into the bay. By varying loop cross-sectional area and
orientation rclativ, to the fuselage axes, we obtained field
patterns and field strengths thaL will be applicable to defining
exIposure, levels to internal aircraft equipment and cables. A
typical example of this type of experiment can be described in
the following test. Magnetic flux coupling by a small aperture
situated in the fuselage surface can be illustrated from the
experiment performed in Figure 32. An access port (4.5 X 3.25
inches) was located on the left hand side of the forward bay
starting at sLaLion 92.75. Measuremrenut of the magnetic flux
density was made with a single wire loop (3 X 7/8 inches)
which was positioned at various depths into the bay. A 50 ohm
coaxial cable was used as the instrumentation lead to the
oscilloscope where scope polarity is indicated by the (+) and
(-) markings on the loop. A typical oscillogram which was taken
during these tests is shown in Ftgure 33 when the. loop was at
position #3. The voltage wawVfo1ml is dcscribed by Amperes' flux
coupling law and is directly portional to the rate-of-change of
magnetic flux density normal to the plane the loop bounds. A
t'ime integration of the loop voltage, Figure 34, could then be
scaled to Webers/square meter by a (i/loop area) factor (se
equation 7). Table 2 is a list of peak loop voltages and peak
flux densities obtlainUd from the ,vig'it loops with thte voltage
zero-cro ssVer time, equal to the time-to-peak of the flux
dens i ty.

Results show that the external field penetration into the
aperture is only predominant at a d-stance of two inches into
the bay or less than one maximum al:.,erture dimension. As we
increase distance into the bay, the diffusion flux becomes the
grL'ater coupling vector which resulted in the increase in the

0zLro-cro&Ssover times shown. From loop #2 to #5, this time varies
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'rable 2 DATA FROM LOOP TESTS AR.OUND THE ACCESS PORT
IN THE FORWARD BAY

P EAK ZERO PEAK•. : FLUX DENSITY
LOOP VOLTAGE CROSSOVER

NO. (VOLTS) (uSeconds) (10- Webers/m 2 )

. 7--

2 8 3.4 5.9

3 6 3.9 5.2

4 1.5 5.8 2.9

5 1,2 6.3 2.6

6 4 4.3 4.1

7 1.2 6.1 2.5

8 1 6.2 2.3
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I
from values close to the current source peak time, 3.2 usec., to
diffusion flux peaks at approximately 6 usec. Alternately, when
the loop is one maximum aperture dimension inside the structure,
there is no external flux coupling to the loop.

A calculation of external flux density at station 94, had
the aperture not been there, also yielded a peak flux density
of 10.5 X 10- 3 W/m and is about twice the density measured on
loop #2. This phenomenon is a basic property of small apertures
in metal structures where the flux density in the opening can be
approximated by ove-half the density without the aperture. This
rule of thumb can also be applied to composites with values only
being slightly smaller because diffusion flux addition is not
accounted for. However, this error will be small as shown by
the previous data.

The second basic test circuit measured IR drops acrk "s
different sections of the forward bay. The test technique was
to connect the RG-22 instrumentation to different points along
the fuselage and measure the differential voltage developed
across two 50 ohm resistors in a 10:1 divider, Because these
tests were constructed for measurements of IR drops, care was
taken to assure that wire routing would not produce loops which
could couple spurious flux.

One area of major emphasis in taking IR data was detemnina-
tion of the effects of metal straps in reducing voltage poten-
tials between two points. An example of this type of test is
illustrated in Figure 35. The IR drop was measured between
stations 60 and 98 with the potential sense wire to station 60
routed on the lower left flange (longeron) which is constructed
of twenty-two ply composite and interfaces with the side access
doors. The wire was routed on the flange in order to eliminate
flux coupling and was returned to the scope along with the po-
tential sense wire at station 98 on the RG-22 setup (with 10:1

divider). Four different tests, A, B, C and 1), were conducted
with a varying number of aluminum straps (flashings) which were
run between stations 60 and 98. Table 3 lists peak voltages and
typicai voltage waveforms are shown in Figures 36 and 37.

Results sbow that a potential of 220 volts peak, Test D,
was developed with no flashings but a 45% drop to 120 volts,

Test C, was achieved by having one flashing routed between the
two tie-down points. Tests A and B show that the major percentage
drop achieved in 'rest C was not improved upon significantly
(approximately 9% more drop) by having the flashings installed in
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Table 3 VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS IN THE FORWARD BAY
WIT•/WFTHOUT METAL FLASHINGS

INSTALLFD MPASURED PFAK EXTRAPOLATION
FLASHINGS POINTS VOLTAGE @ 200 kAmps

TEST F4' Y1 STA to STA (Volts) (Volta) . C ()H N E N 'r S

A Al Al Al Al 60-98 112 1120 Al Flashing installed
with plain screws.

A Al Al Al Al 60-253 308 3080 Al Flashing installed
with plain screws.

A Al Al At At 60-98 98 980 Al Flashing #1 installed
with taper pins.

A ýAI Al Al Al 60-98 162 1620 Al Flashing 01 only a
half strip (sta 77-98).

B Al Al Al 60-98 211 2110

C AI - - - 60-98 120 1200

C Al - - - 98-253 250 2500

UD 60-98 220 2200

D 98-253 242 2420

D 60-98 110 1100 10 kAmp current source.

U - - - - 98-253 1,23 1230 10 kAmp current soureo.

F Ti - - - 60-98 188 1880 Titanium Flashing.

r Ti - - - 98-253 282 2820 Titanium Flashihng.

-. Measurements taken at 20 kAmp unless speciIo
2. Flashings are 25 mil thick/. inch wlde/38 inch long strips.

Equivalent Resistancet Aluminum (At) % 1.6 milli-ohms.
Titanium (Ti) - 30 milli-ohms.
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positions 2, 3 and 4. Tests of this nature were conducted to
determine IR reductions from metallic straps in different
positions along the fuselage or wire routes between equipment
in order to obtain overall guidelines for protection against IR
drops that would affect aircraft avionic performance.

Another similar test involved the effects of metal straps
on both IR drops and flux density along the right access panel,
as illustrated in Figure 38. The entire forward bay was cleared
of unwanted wires and equipment racks to eliminate current paths
other than the composite structure. Voltage drop measurements
were made between stations 60 and 98 at five different points
(wire numbers 1-5). In the test setup, holes were drilled through
the fiberglass ribs along the panel such that wires could be
routed to station 60 with no unwanted loops which would have
otherwise coupled spurious flux. Reference points for the IR
measurement were the two metal ring members at stations 60 and
98 with the station 98 reference being a single point at the wire
#3 position. Three 2 X 4 inch loops (one after the other) were
also installed perpendicular to the panel with the first loop
being 1.25 inches from the wall and center opposite to IR wire
#3. When metal straps were installed between stations 60 and 98,
they were tied to the metal ring members, routed along IR wire #3
and placed through drilled slots in the fiberglass ribs similar
to the IR wire routing. All, flux and IR measurements were made
with the RG-22 cable instrumentation setup.

A typical osci.logram from the IR measurements is shown
in Figure 39. This voltage was measured along wire position #3
and was taken when no straps were installed along the panel.

Voltage Drop Between Sta 98
to Sta 60,
Vertical: 100V/Div.
Hloriontal: 2 usec/Div.
(Peak Amplitude - 438 Volts)

Figure 39 Voltage Drop Along Wire Position #3
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Figure 40 is a compilation of the peak voltage drops along
all wire positions with and without grounding straps.
Table 4 is a list of the types of metal straps used during these
measurements and defines the appropriate point markers used in
Figure 40. (Note that the dashed lines in the figure are an
approximation of what we felt the voltage drops would look like

TABLE 4: METAL STRAPS/RESISTANCE AND SYMBOLS FOR GRAPHS

- " - RESISTANCE
SYMBOL METAL STRAP SIZE '(Milli-Ohms)

O No Strap N/A

38" x 24 AWG Wire 85

38" x I" x .6 MIL Strip 65

O 38" x I" x 25 MIL Strip 1.6

3 38" x 2" x 25 MIL Strip 0.8

as one approached position 3 from wire routes 2 and 4, respec-
tively.)

Results show that the voltage drop along wire position #3
dropped from the 400 volt level to the 50 volt range (an 88%
drop) with aluminum straps installed in that position. However,
the voltages measured at the other positions (1, 2, 4, 5) were
only slightly affected by the straps. The average circumferen-
tial distance between reference points at station 60 was approxi-
mately 3 inches which illustrates the fact that substantial drops
in peak voltages between two points is obtained only with a strap
tied between those two points. This fact is also in coincidence
with the previously described experiment where the IR drop across
flange #1 was only affected by a metal flashing at that position.

The effect of the straps on magnetic flux density was
determined from voltages measured across the three loops in
Figure 38. Peak magnetic flux densities were obtained by time
integrations of the loop voltages in accordance with Amperes'
Law. The basic conversion equation was
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I BI = A 0 Vdt

where, IBI = Magnetic flux density (W/m2 ) (7)

A - Loop area

Figure 41 is a plot of peak flux densities from all three
loops and Figures 42 and 43 are oscillograms of loop #1 voltages
which shows waveshape variation for all test setups, Figure 42A

is the diffusion flux into the forward bay and is the same wave-
shape measured from loops #2 and #3 except for decreasing ampli-
tudes (i.e., loop #3 hau a peak value of 5 volts). The result
of adding metal straps along the wire #3 position was to intro-
duce a lower resistance path in the right access door. This
alterc current distribution in that area and consequently
changes the diffusion flux pattern as detected by the loops.
By injecting a higher current down a strap, the resultant flux
vector and thus loop voltage reverses direction from voltage A
(Figure 42A) to that of voltages C, D and E. By adding a 24 AWG
wire which has a higher resistance than the metal straps, the
current down the wire is smaller such that we observe an inter-
mediate offset (FIgure 42B). The voltages are due to usual
diffusion flux and an oppositely directed flux vector from the
wire which subtracts from each other to yield a voltage B wave-
form. This can be seen by a voltage C type wave plus a voltage
A wave. As we moved away frow the straps to loops #2 and #3,
the magnitude of the flux from current in the straps decreases
by an inverse distance factor. This effect ru].Lted in wave-
forms between voltage B and C with loop #2 following voltage B
to a greater extent than loop #3.

A Fourier transform plot was made of the loop #1 voltage
(Figure 42A) and is shown in Figure 44. This plot was obtained
by a computer digitization of the waveshape and performing a
Fourier integration from these points. It should be noted that
variations in the high frequency region of the plot were a re-

sult of the digitizer limitations. The straight line drawn
through that region is an approximation of what the plot should
look like had the digitizer been more accurate (i.e., point

readout was limited to .+.O1 inches on the oscillogram). The
Simportant fact of this plot is that it essentially follows the

frequency spectrum of the current waveform, Figure 5, except for
a deficiency of low frequency components. This data was treated

i in more detail in Section 6.
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Point markers are described in Table 4
7 70
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LOOP NUMBER

Figure 41 Flux Density Calculations From Three (2 x 4 inch) Loops
in the Forward Bay
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A. Ioop voltage with no
metal straps.
Vertical: 5 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 5 usec/Div.

3B. Loop voltage with 24
AWG wire.
Vertical: 5 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 2 usee/Div.

C. Loop voltage with
25 mil/l" wide Al strap.
Vertical: 5 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 2 usec/Div.

Figurc 42 loop IN. Vol tage Measurements Taken Along th, Forward
Bay RighL l'anl
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D. Loop voltage with
25 mil./2" wide Al strip.
Vertical: 5 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 2 usec/Div.

E. Loop voltage with
0.6 mil/i" wide Al strip.

Vertical: 5 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 2 usec/Div.

l,'lgure 43 loop #1 Voltage Measurements Taken Along the
Forward Bay Right Panel
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7.2.2 Special Tests

Final testing in the forward bay centered around the
induced effects on coaxial cables and twisted pair transmission
lines. Tests were designed to study coupling mechanisms and
relative amplitudes in the low and high frequency ranges. When
high frequency components were detected, a fiber optic instru-
mentation link was used in order to read low signal levels in
the presence of high common-mode signals. It should be noted
that extensive testing was not accomplished in all areas because
of test time limitations. However, those tests which were per-
formed in the forward bay were specially selected to provide
general information concerning equipment interfaces. Coaxial
cable data will be presented first with twisted pair testing
immediately following.

7.2.2.1 Coaxial Cable Test Data

A comparative study was performed between an unshielded
single wire and a coaxial cable (type RG-58) as shown in Figure
45. Table 5 is a list of data obtained from those tests and is
subdivided between shielded/unshielded circuits and different load
terminations, R,. Peak voltages which were measured across the
instrumentation load, RI), are provided in terms of equivalent
current at the instrumentation input (i.e., Vo/Ru). Cable/wire
routing was directly atop the bottom left flange (composite)
except for rests ii through 13. Ground points for shield and
load terminations were the metal ring members at stations 60 and
98. Shields were grounded at both eknds unless specified.

Tests i through 6 provided a basic insight into the

different coupling mechanisms which result from the flux and
current patterns in the forward bay. When we were dealing with
an unshielded wire having forward and aft loading, there existed
three forms of coupling in the line. The first of these was an
injected diffusion current, IR, at station 60 which resilted from
the simple parallel combination of resistance; i.e. , the line
load (RI + R11) In parallel with the composite flange resistance
(R(). By varying the line load, we changed the amount of line
current by an R,/ (Rt(, + R1 + Rj)) factor or - R(/(Ri, 4+ RD)
knowing that R, <<(RI, + RI). (It should be noted that this
resistance ratio is on the order of 10-4 such that any current
drawn into the line would have a negligibli, effvct on current
in the flange.)
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The second item was diffusion flux coupling through the
loop formed between the line and flange surface. The flux
coupled current in the line should be constant assuming
constant loop area; however, the emf measured across R. will
be a fraction of the total loop emf by RD/ (RI) + Rj). The
final coupling mechanism is with respect to the distributed
capacitance between the line and flange. The load resistor, RH,,
plays an important role in this effect such that the degree of
capacitive coupling will depend on its value. The resistance
can shunt out the capacitance (RI, - 0) or increase upward
until an open circuit is approached, yielding a maximum capaci-
tive admittance. The voltage source as seen by this distri-
buted capacitance will be the IR voltage down the flange. The
following test results will illustrate these overall effects.

Coaxial cable results of Tests 4, 5 and 6 will be
presented first since diffusion flux coupling to the center
line is shielded out by the cable shield. In Test 4, the
shorted load, R1, - 0, in essence, shunted out the capacitive
effect on the line. The measured voltage across the instrumen-
tation load, 15 volts peak, is thus an accurate measure of the
voltage drop between stations 60 and 98 at the flange. When
the flange is paralleled with the coax shield, the addition of
the low resistance cable shield shows a similar effect, as seen
in previous tests, when metal strips were installed between
two points.,

When resistance, RL, was added to the line, Tests 5 and 6,
S~we start introducing line capacitance. Because tho resistive

voltage drop between stations 60 and 98 was only 15 volts, the
difference in capacitance effects with the 100 ohm and 10 k-ohm
loading should be small. We can thus assume that any current
component through RI) as a result of distributed capacitance is
a constant. Equations describing the voltage drop, Vot across
RD at 6 useconds are as follows:

97 (IRI + IC ) - 8.15 volts (8)

33.3 (IR2 + IC ) - 0.175 volts (9)

IRl/1R2 - 10033.3/197 volts (10)
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where, IC - Capacitive Component in RD

IR - Line Resistance Component

(RL + RD) >> Shield Resistance

Solving these equations for IC yields:

I C - 3.7 mA '

IRI w 80.3 mA

IR2 m 1.56 mA

or

VR - Ia(RL + RD)

- 15.8 volts (197Q)

- 15.6 volts (10033.39)

These values, VR, are the equivalent drops across the
line minus the capacidive voltage across RD. We thus see that
these values are in close agreement with the 15 volts in Test 4
at 6 us and, assuming a constant Ic in RD is a good approxima-
tion. Figure 46 shows a typical voltage waveform which was
measured during Test 5. Note that the scale for 46 MHz was at
86.6 V/Div. or x4 which is due to the fiber optic loss in that
frequency range (50 MHz). The expanded photo shows little or
no 46 MHz component except for the fiber optic receiver noise
which is barely detectable. At the low frequency voltage levels
that were measured, HF levels were so much lower we cannot
accurately make any statement from this data.

When a single wire (unshielded) was tested, tests 1, 2 and
3, all three coupling mechanisms come into play with diffusion
flux being the extra component from the shielded case. However,
we are now dealing with IR voltages down the flange which are
in the 100 to 200 volt range. These amplitudes mean that we can
no longer assume a constant capacitive effect on RD and, there-
fore, end up with more variables than equations. At any single
time in a voltage plot, our basic equation for V0 becomes:
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V= (1)1 1Z + RVetof + RDIC
(0 1) + NJ)

The only variable which we can assume constant is the
total loop voltaguc, Vejf-, for constant loop areas. Figure 47
is the voltage measured across RD during Lest 2. We again s c

in this photo that IIIF components are much lower than LF com-
ponents.

In order to observe capacitive and IF effects more
clearly, we performed tests 7 thru 10 with an open circuit at
station 60. As expected, the distributed zapacitance results
in a dV/dt waveshapc due to the IR drop down the flange.
Figure 48 is the voltage measured across a 502 resistor in the
fiber optic transmitter line (another 502 resistor in series
with this resistor yielded RI) - 1009). Since we are dealing
with capacitive coupling, the dV/dt coupling (constant current)
should remain the same regardless of the RD value. This fact
was shown in test 7 with RH raised to 1.1k ohms. The voltage
measured across the same 50 ohm reiistor as in test 8 yielded
an identical voltage as in Figure 48A or constant current. The

HF1 voltages shown in Figure 48B have the 46 Mlz component super-
imposed on a much smaller 14 i'f{z corponent. The equivalent test
circuit is a parallel RC combination which would behave as a high
pass filter. We calculated the total capacitance between the
line and the flange to be about 41 pico-farads. Therefore,
the high pass frequency transfer function of a 41 pico-farad
capacitor has a 3 dB point with 100 ohms at 40 MHz and 33 Mhz
with 1100 ohms. We see the 14 M1lz and 46 MHz components with
this type spectral response, but the transfer loss, as measured
across the 50 ohms scope input, is much less with 100 ohms
than with 1100 ohms. 'rhe expanded photo from test 7 (1100 ohms)
did indeted show the 46 MHz component to be smaller by about 1:5
from Figure 48B. The 14 MHz component in both cases were
practically the same as would be expected. As an alternate
check, the magnitude of the displacement current (capacitance)
can be roughly calculated by multiplying the initial rate-of-
change of the voltage measured along the flange by the distri-
buted capacitance (41 uuf). This gives a current of approxi-
mately 1.5 mA as compared to the 1.7 calculated from the
voltage measured at the scope.

The final testing in this area was performed with a
coaxial cable that was open circuit at station 60. Test 9
resulted in capacitive effects being eliminated and subsequently
no LF or IT components through RD. By ungrounding the shield at
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Ohe forward end, we did se a very snuill signal injction but
EvlL. this w-.8s a result of fringing effects at the open end of
the cable which was exposed (i.e., the cable was simply cut at
that. end and not covered over). The important result of th0,
opten circuit te'stlng) was a demonstration of capacitive coupling
to a .11.uv luterim.l. tLo the iLise].ago and how this effect can
couplh I|I conqmonents.

III sWusulry, the Vl .ffects seen can be qualitatively
evaluated but the data we obtained is only cursory. However,
in observing the overall effects, the magnitude of the HF
levels is so low conpared to other (LF) levels as to indicate
a minimal. lPl' problem.

7.2.2.2 Twisted Pair Data

Tests on shielded/unshielded twisted pairs were primarily
conducted in the, forward bay. Lines were run between stations
60 and 98 with 1instrurnentatuon connected at the back end
(station 98). loading was nornmlly 100 ohmns across both ends
of the line. Original testing was performied with lthe RC-22
cable but initial i-esults indicated the measured signals were
mostly due to spurious noise and loop pickup at. the Ltisted
pair/ins t rumentat i6n itLvrface. We then switched over to the
fiber optic syst.em which groatly improved this condition and
found our induced signals to be less than 1 volt peak. However,
a simulation of the snmll loops formed by interfacing the
twisted pair to the fiber optic transmitter showed diffusion
flux coupling that was similar to a majority of our data. In
order to e'liMiinate ewve these lower levels of spurious pickups,
it would have required a detailed analysis of the entire instru-
mentation system and a conmpleti e redesign of the fiber optic
tr-nsmittert. Time did not purtuit this form of improvement.
'I'herefore, data which we did obtain can only be applied in a
general sen~se.

Testing in the forward bay on unshielded twisted pairs
positioned over the bottom left flange or 2 inches above the
center of the floor produced diffusion flux pickup through the
loops formed between twisted lines. A typical oscillogram
is shown in Figure 49A and shows an expanded view of the IV/
46Mlz component. The scale, 5.68V/Div., takes into account the
12dB fiber optic loss at that frequency. The low frequency
waveform, which is not shown here, was a typical d~l)/dt loop

voltage with a peak at 0.15 volts. However, the spurious loop
pickup at the twisted pair instrumentation interface was

g![ 9 8
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ident I ca wh ich inud icat ed lit tl1e or no LFi pi~ckup onl tile line. The
lit- not 1.Ie was 4 himi tar to F.Igurv 49A but.lt lit. 1w tf the amlp I i tuco. We
tý hua1 .4 I t t- lail t any liiF VolIt agesW wt, rk troml capa c it i Vt' couip L i ng.
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tat lvi data Was obt~ained during aitiveraft system test:ring IDur illug
this pha at'v, act ual l ivioli~c eqo i.pment: wL1s 1.iist--aiid and oiperatedi
aboard the composliet fuselage Vo ohaerve system react ion while tile
gverrat~or current. was i~ncremenvtall1y incre'Ll4ed to i25kA . Inc lude-d
ill the setupv 'Allis it Iul tip lex1 (MIIX) digijtal. data system with trans-

mll. t tv r/ rece Novr lhoxe a p1 a cec in tihe forward bay aind the aft sec t.ion
(STA 253) .11 TlI ntoerconnc'ct lug MI1X bus, line was it stdltledlic/ twi ted
pai r it, uised oil F-.106 ai.r craft wh ich afr-ordled us thle opportunitIy to0

* 01) OSC 1'VC i-llklklet'd VOI I'i5tinl a1 C 10 8Cc l001p SyS till

Tl'h fibiohr opt. ic dUI. a gos 1 i a, 1, Figure 1.5, was cont Ved ilcroq~l5
* ~tilh. t wi-A ted pai illI the f~orward bay MUX box Wi th llcaSU'Lement a t aken

onl h~otlI s idesI of a11i I tilelo hat ion t irins former, Fi-gure 4911 (at '.tOkA)
isa phloto of, thle voltlage, melasurved across, an equitlvalent 3611 s v I-ricv
Iii 01atfIonl ve"; al at ail'e v il thi' pr ima ry s ide of' the ivransaformer, 1ll
this a aituota lot), wc' sve a lit-t'domid 11,1 t. 11 M11' c omponenlt anlld d~f/ci type
wave folrml with Ii eocrso of, approx il mat e l (I ic'voncids I itWa
fe It halit: O hi aVolt a1)ge wall 11o01e II Veoit of, 1.1 ox coulpling In thle
MlIX box. tHan1 tilhrotiph tilhe MIX hit erfaceL I1 tilv Xa10h MIJX rvcvIvver/

ranami iit toc'r Wan; vilcosed ill a I h'-krC ri'ct anigo larl box (mc t a1 ie ) With
oil( S ide 1) Cin, olent i rel1y pC rflt~oyatd wit h 1 /1 huinch d iame t c r h1o 1 's
fo Wvvent i I at tiol. A falir amounlt of' dit ffunl i~l o t' ILI Coulo d t hcnIl Cokli II'
t -1 rough t he11 110h ea10 nltO o t' IrCo tcoioenta t ern .wirll ng We
t*VVI thait tilit' 4~ NIl.. i'0otllpofleiit Is aI systemi reaction t'o th11. fluAX.
Assum I npg t hat a vo itagi' a ilmiIl~a t o Figure 49B 1q isCouplIed ci jt:O thil'

M1 IX 1)1us . anl ext rapo lot ioil t o a 2.0010 l evel1 woulId mean that tilt
peaklt vo It aye wo i ci roa :ch a1 polak auvaI e of approx ilaft~ely 2 Volts.
TIi 1c I po t anlt fact hive ilc l t hat. li t a a y t ems opera1te lit: hi gher
10 Ve I (no011111ii Y 112 vo ItS~m 1x1i mum1,1) such tha t: on1 1 nduticl eiVOl.t-apge
ait 2 Vot'. iiawoold 1c0t p r-ocucev OieIr oit. damage y'. Worsat vlla at 'tfec't s
Wol iid hei tle a 110))OS11 Ci nleet 101 01' ol a rr'or hit., hiowever , a inee

the~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ b syIowlat oi tloil echig ther eotednae lit) hazpar t or

waa I' t00,0 MI1X \'Co er/1 I rananill t vt()dtvt v-o.bitfl
1 c't I onl In lto t hi', MIX IlI ne. Thle co'ompa'rat ol- watt 1 1 lkdt he holit.

*t 11101,)tig t*h I l -Opt IC' I l ines At- t lic, 2.OkA level% , only 5 int-crmiit t vlit
C PrO V'S weVi' oh tc!;' i-vLk ed I ot: of 3 a Shotl a o thet fu a el.age. As tiie
cuirrenit I e.ve I i i c reni ,I ol , ox t v Iati If I Cl~ Iii jt v raet i. on w i t.*1h t. het cowt-
pa11'at 01' negalt ii 41CCI'lrat Oet-l llloi montoring.', At. tihlt!; p1ofiit , we could(
011 on B how tllhat c'111 ren~t 1U : tveis upit, 1 2. kA cliii not damageý'J 00 heNUX
a;vst vlli TliI s tact was shlownl by a' post - t eat ftuneo t Iouia chvck.
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7.3 COCKPIT ARI'A

The cockpit area represented on an opposite extreme to
the forward bay in that approximately one-third of its
surface area is an open aperture formed by the canopy inter-
face. The impact of the opening is that the entire cockpit
fuselage section in the electrical sense, is topologically
external as compared to the forward bay which is a closed area.
Metallic structures of importance in the cockpit were the
canopy interface, a ring member at station 168, edge strakes,
and a right-hand side console mock-up. Test results are
described first for IR (Jp) measurements and secondly for
aperture and diffusion flux results on loops.

7.3.1 IR Voltage Test Results

Voltage measurements were taken between various points
along the cockpit left wall as illustrated in Figure 50. This
askew view was drawn to show all tie-down references in one
picture and facilitate visualization of overall potential drops
as listed in Table 6, A typical oscillogram is shown in Figure
51 from test 4.

Voltage Drop With Wire Routing

Vertical : 50V/Div.
Horizontal: 2us/Div.

Figure 51: Voltage Measurement in the Cockpit Taken
During Test 4

Primary importance with respect to voltage levels centered
around wire routing from the forward potential sense (positive)
point to the RG-22 instrumentation cable. For example, the
voltage measured between points 1 and 3' with routing by 1-l'-3'
showed a peak value of 160 volts. This voltage can then be
broken down into its components as measured: points I-l'
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yk~icIdd 1 2') volts aild poli~ 1t4 'A3' yielded 35 volt~s. A:li1
vo It,1agt4d rop 111ti(t mli art, a tunict-ionl of Wirt ro1u tinug Wi.th
curroent III.1 ect e'd !i t o thot Wi rI't being it propcerty of4 Jp

ffll. 101 fo I LIX COUp I i III" I~t'WVVIl Zily t WO p~Inl t S klong1ý thet.
w i vc.' I TisH 11nlonlvl thus priduck-s a Vol.t.age c lnit'lt aidd a
t kmoi I' ron dii i¾cl rent Wit'v di rec ILMS. i t s houl bI h no ted 1a t
1Wil 1-0I~ 1-1 ill' I~ liii.i iiý' thlt'.*S Ie: tcHI Was8 li rect. .y IltOp the CVflqpo-

Onet IkS as tc.4 vs C. HerIq WaS mado Wi Li a thick tue al bondine,
st 1rap t. led 1)1 ee i c J :1 3 and 3' On t hi' ion~ger'iii. Resuilts
aga 1in shIowod I subit~an .i a I vol Lage i'duc C.ion bV Ween L1heckýý1I -woI
L e- down po1 nt s (:J to V1) bUt. negligible offects on surrounding
a ('Vas. Th'isIH.iC dat shows no now vC17vie Cs but dmionst~ra' oH the
tiaSIll t ud(c0 i woe Is to bc t1)) ecpc ed ill tOe coc kpit.

Y. 3. 2 1,001p VO I tg I'eS L KOMI ItLS

Magjl, it'( lk 1:111uxu:.X dL W01-0n H wreUuul wit Lilte six loops

1) 0 .1I t .1 0110d1 as I :41IWII11 1 gu' rt'L - 52. Loop volIt agevs taken f: vom
j)Op:4 .1., 2 an11L :3 are ShOWnl Ill Figure 53 Wit h Lin LXpalS iOnl Of
1001p ill J1,Ven il l Vgu re1- 54 Lo .11lus C.raw tiniti al riSV .311d high

1nL hal Kisc 1From Loop #1/.
VV LtiCal1: I V1lt/l1iV.
Horizontal: 200 nsvc/IDiv.

Figure .54 loop #1. VoltCage DL'LIsuVL'd Ill The Cockpit-

tt'eqUOIAy Coi.pOtIventS. Table 7 liStS equivalent: magnotie flux
denIISity peaks frout aill loops with these. values obtainetd by
C01143utertime L10 tertinpILtS , see Fig~ure, 55.
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A. ILoop ffl. voltage.
Vert ical: 1 Volt IDiy.
Horizontal: 2 usvc/IDiv.

11. hoop #2 voltagv.
Vert ical: 1 Volt/Dliv.
Ilrizonud:- 2 usve/1)iv.

C. Loop #3 voltago.
\7 e, -- Lical1: 1 VoIL/Div.
110 L4zoflital~: 2 1usoc/lDiv.
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Results of this test show the vector combination (equivalent
subtraction) of external flux and diffusion flux and their re-
spctive intensity variation for different loop positions. The
Loops closest to the cockpit sidewall and floor (#1 and #4) had
the largest cliffusion flux components and thus a greater sub-
traction from external flux as shown by first peak flux/time
relative to the secon•d peak. As the loop moved out to position
#3 and #6, the diffusion flux decreased in magnitude such that
we approached a predominant external flux component which can
be seen by the approach toward a 3.2 usecond peak time (corre-
spondipS to a zero cross in the differentiation process).
Loop #6 did not obtain as great a change as loop #3 and it was
deduced that this was a result of the metal console being in
close proximity and adding an extra component.

7.4 AFT SECTION

jThe aft section represents a combination of the foe-ward
bay and cockpit geometric and material conditions. The aft
suction is comtposed of composite pancl.;/bulkheads, metallic
ribs/bulkheads, and some small arbitrarily located apertures.
Our major test area was located in the upper bay between
stations 226 and 253 (ammo handling bay). It should be noted
that the composite access panels in thi.s bay are interfaced
with the fuselage with metallic members on all sides. Addi-
tionally, some tests were performed in the right hand strake
area which has metal substructure around the panel periphery.
The panels in the right hand strake area also have metal inserts
in the1 counter sunk fastener holes while other composite panels
in other areas did not.

The organization of the data is by IR and loop measure-
ments Ps in prior sections. The data illustrattes the effect
of Joints and metal. substructure on induced voltages and these
effects have been treated in both Section 6 and in the theory
of Appendix I.

7.4.1 IR Voltage Test Results

Voltage measurements along the length of the aft section
(stations 226 to 253) are illustrated In the test setup of
Figure 56. In each case, the forward tie-down point is the
positive reference point, with the reference wire routed aft
to the RG-22 diagnostic cable. A typical oscillogram taken
during this test is shown in Figure 57 and has the external
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lightning current waveform (outer waveform on pboto with arrow)
superimposed on it for comparison of waveshapes. This photo
illustrates the proportionality of the voltages which appear
along the fuselage interior shell to the external current.

k.

1. Current Pulse (arrow)
Vertical: 4 kAmp/Div.
Horizontal: 5usec/Div.

2. Voltage Drop (inner photo)
Vertical: 20 Volts/Div.
Horizontal: 4usec/Div.

Figure 57 Typical Voltage Waveform From the Aft Section
With a Superimposed Current Wavefonu

Peak voltages measured during all tests are summarized
in Table 8. At the bottom of Table 8, a description of three
test modes is also listed. Basically, the tests were divided
into three categories. Test 1 was with the reference points
connected to composite only in the upper bay and with every
other fastener in place along the joint which is perpendicular
to direction of currept flow. Test 2 was with reference still
connected to the composite panel but with every screw in place,
and Test 3 was with the reference connected to the metal
substructure at the fore and aft ends of the panel and every
screw in place. As can be seen from Table 8, Test 3 voltages
are higher than Test 1 and 2 voltages. The increased voltage
measured is due to the added joint resistrnce with the current
distribution staying about the same in t.. respective areas.
In comparing test results from Test 1 and 2 for wire positions
I through 3, we see that a slightly higher voltage is measured
in the Test 2 condition. This might seem counter to expected
results because in Test 2, there were more fasteners installed
and, therefore, lower resistance at the joint. However, the
lower joint resistance also attracts slightly more current into
the panel, and the predominant resistance is still the panel
resistance. Therefore, a slightly higher voltage reading in
TesL 2 would be a normal result.
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The data shuwn is generally what was to be expected as
discussed in the prediction section (Section 6). As a gross
check on the effects of the metal in the area, (test wire #6)
the voltage has a marked reduction near the metal strake on
the right hand side where flux (and current) densities are the
highest in the region.

7.4.2 Loop Voltage Test Results

Single wire loops were next installed in various area
of the aft section in order to measure average flux density
(see Figure 58). Table 9 is a list of data taken with these
loops and indexes peak loop voltages and magnetic flux densi-
ties. Flux was calculated from time integrations of the pro-
portioned d waveforms (see Figure 59). Loops 1 and 2 (7.5

inch vertical separation) have large areas and the induced
voltages in these loops measure a combination of flux vectors
as distributed throughout that area in a vertical plane.

The smaller loops (3, 4, and 5) in the top of the bay
demonstrate flux coupling in the same locale and in a hori-
zontal plane but were constructed to demonstrate diffusion Ulux
distribution in the aft bay. Loops 3 and 4 are identical In
size and are located in the same vertical plane. Loop 5 is
twice the area of loop 3 and is located in the same vertical
plane. As can be seen from Table 9, the peak flux density re-
mains the same since the (i.e., loops 3, 4 compared to loop 5)
2 times loop area to the 2 times integration ratio divides out
to yield identical average flux densities. The 2 times loop
area factor was directly observed because the peak voltage
readings in loop 5, Figure 59, were twice the amplitude of
loop 3 and 4, but the general waveshape of all loops was
identical.

Loops on the left side were used to show the effects of

different structural members on diffusion flux. Loop #8 was
placed under a small composite access door (composite to com-
posite interface) and compared to loop #6 which is under a
solid composite panel. The general waveshapes of both voltages
were the same except for a slightly longer zero-crossover time
from loop #8. The flux densities have a 1.8:1 ratio but this is
due to different diffusion flux densities at the respective
positions. The important fact here is that the waveshapes were
identical which shows that the access door interface did not
introduce external fields into the bay. Loop #6 can also be
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compared to loop #9 which is situated next to the aft metal
bulkhead, staLion 253. Here again, the waveshapes were
similar with peak amplitude practically identical. Even
though loop #9 is by a metal ring member, it would be parallel
to extra flux vectors introduced by current flow along the
member which would not be detectable.

The final test was set up with loop #7 placed external
to the fuselage and in-line with loop #6. A comparison ofthe measured voltages are given in Figures 60 and 61 which

shows waveshapes of diffusion flux, Loop #6, and a di/dt
external flux, Loop #7. Peak values should not be miscon-
strued as a measure of transfer loss from the outside to in-
side for a composite panel but are an illustration of
diffusion and di/dt flux patterns at those two points. The
transfer loss in a configuration such as this also is tied to
the sectional geometry as well as material properties such as
resistivity and thickness.

One of the more important aspects which can be obtained
from the loop data is that internal voltages will be a sub-set

* in amplitude and frequency content to the voltages which exist
along the surface (IR or Jp). This is discussed in more detail
in the theory section of Appendix I.
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S E C T I 0 N VIII

CON C LUS IONS

For the graphite-epoxy fuselage, there are a number of con-
clusions or generalizations which may be drawn from the tests
reported herein. Some of these conclusions also have ramifica-
tions regarding lightning effects on metal airframes.

o There are three primary mechanisms of energy transfer
from a lightning strike to electrical/electronic
equipment. These primary transfer mechanisms assume
that design precautions are taken to prevent direct
transfer of energy to the interior of a fuselage shell
such as conduction of a lightning stroke down a pitoe
line or piLot heater wiring. The three are:

a. IR (Jp voltage pt,r unit length)
b. Diffusion Flux
c. Aperture Flux

o The, IR and diffusion flux voltages are low frequency
signals (below 50kHz) and will impact only those
circuits which form significant loop areas and/or
have multiple airframe reference points.

o The aperture flux is a function of geometry and con-
struction techniques and is approximately the same
whether the fuselage is graphite or aluminum.

o High frequency effects are primarily aperture domina-
ted. However, due to the short diffusion time through
graphite, HF effects can appear inside a fuselage and
be distributed by the E field developed along graphite
shell surfaces. These distributed KF effects are
basically displacement currents and are proportional
to the rate-of-change of the Jp voltage along the
interior of the fuselage.

o The IR voltages appearing inside the fuselage will be
approximately 3 X 10' higher than they would be in an
aluminum fuselage.
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o Induced effects due to diffusion flux can never be
higher than the highest Jp voltage which exists
along the surface of the fuselage.

o, The fuselage~ response behaves in a manner predictable
from transmission line theory and is independent of
fuselage material.

o Linear scaling of induced effects in a graphite fuselage
/ ~is not always permissible. If systemi response is

desired at high levels of I and di/dt, testing must
be done at high levels to determine if non-linear
conditions exist. Once appropriate scaling factors
are determined, IR voltages scale by I and loop
voltages scale by di/dt.
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APPENDIX

THEORY OF INDUCED

ME CHA NIS MS

I. Aperture Coupled Voltages

With an aperture created by an electrically transparent open-
ing e.g., within the cockpit, or within bays having glass fiber,
Kevlar or other insulating covers, direct coupling of magnetic
flux occurs to wiring and circuits. This flux changes as fast as
the external flux, hence the induced voltage per meter VM in a
wire to airframe configuration is given by

VM _ - c di vim (Al)
dt dt

= instantaneous flux which links
circuits via aperture/meter

i - total instantaneous lightning
current

The constant of proportionality c for any particular circui:t
using an airframe return is the fast flux transfer inductance, MTF

gie b TF - - M H/m (A2)

L - fuselage inductance at aperture

region in H/m

M - mutual, inductance, fuselage to
circuit in question

Hence VM - MTF A{ V/m (A3)dt

MTF can be calculated by a variety of techniques including
field plotting, (Reference 6 ) filamentary techniques and others.

Thus, voltages arn proportional to the instantaneous rate of
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change of the externally applied current. The current waveform
and the corresponding di/dt aperture coupled voltage are illus-
trated in Figures Al(a) and Al(b). Often HF resonances produce
significant amplitudes of hash as in Figure Al(b) which adds to
the basic di/dt waveform.

Electric field coupling (ccdE/dt) may also occur in some cir-
cuits within apertures and will also be more apparent at higher
frequencies. Quantitative statistics are not available for dE/dt
of natural lightning and no attempt was made to simulate it in
the test. Nevertheless, electric fields would have been produced
in the testing by both the inductive effect of the load assembly
at L.F. ard through the standing wave electric field patterns at
H.F_. Thus, these electric fields could have contributed to the
measured resultts. When a better understanding is available of the
magnitude of E-fields in a natural, lightning strike, the accuracy
of the simulation in this test can be assessed.

2. Resistive/Diffusion Voltages in
Homogeneous Tubes

If we consider a long circular tube, diameter D, of homogeneous
resistive material, resistivity P of wall thickness h (<<D),
the resistance per meter length is given by equation (A4) and the
voltage VR for a d.c. current I is given by equation (A5).

R P 9Q/m (A4)
7r Dh

VR __ V/m (A5)

If a step function pulseT, is applied to this tube at t: 0
which has an external and remote current return, and VR is sensed
internally as in Figure A3, the voltage VR as a function of time.
will be given by equation (i06) (Reference 8).

VR(t) IP 2 (-1)nexp -n2t) V/m (A6)
'I7Dh) n-l T

TM s_ Sec (A7)

1r2 p

0.127h- usec (for Pr 1) (A8)

P

where 'I}4 is the characteristic diffusion time.
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The bracketed term in equation (A6) is a lacunary function
and cannot be summed analytically. It can, however, be summed
numerically very easily. It is a universal function and its
shape is shown in Figure A4 as a function of t/TM. Its value
always lies in the range 0 to 1. This function is somewhat simi-
lar to the complementary error function and both have a slope of
0 at t = 0. Figure A4 exhibits a dead time (i.e., function - 0)
until t - ýTM. Values of TM for 2umn aluminum alloy ( P = 4 x 10-8 2-m)
and graphite ( P - 4000 x 108£.Q -m) are as follows:

TM (Al) - 12.7 microsecs ; TM(gr) 12.7 nanosecs

TM (Al) is comparatively long compared to times of interest in
lightning pulses (e.g., the current pulse of Figure Al(a)) but TM
(gr) is very short indeed. The waveforms of voltages which would
be measured in the tube of Figure A3 for the current pulse of
Figure Al(a) would be as in Figure A2(u) and (b) for aluminum
and graphite. A large TM appreciably changes the pulse
shape, especially near t - 0+. The maximum rate of change of
Figure A4 occurs at t - 0.9TM.

Alternatively, in the frequency domain, the bandwidth to the
-3dB point, fc, is given by

f - - 0.35 Hz (A9)
tr 2 . 3 5TM

- 1.17p MHz (for Pr 1 ) (AI0)
h2

Equation (AIO) gives 12 MHz for graphite and 12 kl:Iz for aluminum
alloy with p and h as above. Thus, the aluminum tube severely
attenuates all components of the lightning pulse above 12 kHz
whereas the graphite panel attenuates only those frequencies above
12 MHz and so gives a very accurate voltage proportional to the
current pulse waveform. (cf Figure 5, 1 spectrum)

Although a graphite fiber panel is not electrically homoge-
neous, the results of Reference 7 (page 82) have shpwn that skin
effect does exist in a predictable manner (although better agree-
ment is achieved in the example quoted in Reference 7 if a lower
value of resistivity is used for the graphite; 3750 x i0-8 S2-m
instead of 10,000 x 10-8 £2-mn as suggested in this report.).
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3. Resistive/Diffusion Voltages in
Complex Electrical Geometry

'The general case of a two material system is shown in Figure
A5(a), in a circular tube made of dissimilar resistivity materials

p, and p . looking at the inside surface of the tube wall, as
in. pigUre A5(b), this analysis examines the total potential
drops around a surface path ABCD and ABC'D'. If the narrow center
strip is graphite and the remainder aluminum (i.e., P,- 1000 x p, )
then TM, - I000 x TM2. There are three important regimes to note:

1) in very short times, t ' ½TrM2  (i.e., within the deadtime
for the graphite) VA13 0; VWC 0; therefore, potential
drops around tht path - 0.

2) DC case, tc-oand current sharing between the materials is
resistively controlled, therefore VAB VDC, and
VAB - VGC - 0. Therefore, potential drops - 0.

3) Int,,rmediate* case t ½ TM2; VAB*VDC, (and VAB, . VD' G')

In the intermediate case, which commences in nanosec times
for graphite and extends for tens of microseconds typically, cur-
rent redistribution occurs from the inductive sharing case I, to

the DC case 2, and potential drop balance around the close paths
ABCD and ABC'D' must be maintained by a diffusion flux which links
the pathhs and hence:

VAB - D1C
dt (All)

where dOP is the rate of change of diffusion flux. This flux
enters dt and leaves the interior via the graphite so linking
both paths equally as in Figure A5(b). Thus the diffusion flux
appears as soon as there is a potential drop along AB which is
not balanced by an equal potential drop along DC (clearly in the
case of the homogeneous tube considered in para. 2 above, every-

'1 where within the tube:
VAB - VDC and dq, 0)

*There is a long period intermediate case involving current dil-
fusion into the metal which is not important in this description.
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Thus, in cross section, the field shown in Figure A5(b),
will be as in Figure A6(a). The pattern of flux within the tube
is very similar to the aperture flux field which would occur in
the tube if the graphite strip were removed. However, the diffu-
sion flux in Figure A6(a) is not related in time to the external
flux. However, use can be made for the prediction of diffusion
voltages of the similar geometric pattern within. Prediction of
diffusion flux voltages is given below.

If we reverse the resistivities in Figure A5(b), let
P,- 1000 p (i.e., graphite tube aad narrow metal strip) the

situation is reversed. Vp(,>VAB and hence 1 links the paths
as shown in Figure A5(c) and A6(b).

Induced Voltage CorollIarves

From equation (All) and the configuration of Figure A5(b)
if p1, is very small such that VDc- 0;

dV, -_. A (t) (A12)
dt

C ro r .I I :!r y .I

Diffusion flux induced voltages have the same form and
spectrum as the dominant resistive voltage within an
enclosure.

Starting at points D and C, VDC(via the direct route)-
0, but VDC (via A and B)- VAB hence:

Corol .lry 2

It is the circuit route which determines the induced
voltage, not the reference points at each und.

Referring to Figure A6(a), diffusion flux within the
tube is clearly weaker toward the bottom than near
the top, (where db - VAB ) hence:

dt

Corollary 3

Diffusion flux induced voltages within an enclosure,
induced in single loops, are always less than - or in
the limit, equal to the largest resistive potential
drop which occurs on the surface of the enclosure, and
will be smaller with increasing distance from that
surface,
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An approximate technique of estimating the voltage on a 1.0oo)
within an enclosure is to use the field mapping technique for an

aperture in the place of the graphite and then to scale the volt-
age as follows:

VM2 W,

VM1 V* ALoop

VVMV

I_ O VR loop __ (AU3)

M2 0 V wire

Therefore, VK loot) VR wire x VR wire x _I_

bA and 0/, are obtained from a POTENT aperture plot to give the
•,/@. for a wire within the bay with a graphito cover panel.

In all cases, the voltages here are loop voltages comprising a
wire in the position shown connected back to the inside metal sur-
face, where 'VDC

The worst case value for V on any graphite panel can be cal-
culated by assuming that the current is inductively shared around
the whole conductor periphery and is then calculated from J and

in practice, owing to current redistribution V will general-
ly be somewhat less, since current redistribution mao take place
before peak current is reached.
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DEMONST{RATIONS OF ' COIROLLARIES'

CorolAll thu mcasuruniunts on di ffusion f ux•generated voltages

within bays have shown the close relationship to
IR voltages and therefore to the current waveform. Scaling of
diffusion flux voltages, for fixed di/dt has been shown to be
only amplitude dependent,

Coro 11 ar. 2

Note that it is the wire route rather than the end connections
which determine the type and amplitude of induced voltages, A
specific test was run to demonstrate this in t~he cockpit floor il-
lustratud in Figtire A7. The three measurements and the reference
points are shown in the figure, and all wires were run close to
the graphite skin, but circuit B was routed from 2 across to near
I and alongside wire C to 4 and across to 3. No contact was made
between wire B and points I and 4. The measurements clearly show
the equivalence of B and C thus illustrating the importance of
t:he wire iouLe, This corollary is of great practical significance
in routing wires in a graphite fuselage.

Corio I La 3

Demonstrated by many tests - for example the nft bay test with
IR wire #i (Figure 56) and loop #1 in Figure 58. The IR wire gave
1.20 volts when measured metal-to-metal across the graphite panel
compared with 85 volts on the loop below. The corollary was used in
this case to help measurements since the first measurement on the
panel did not include the joint resistances and gave only 74V
which is less than the loop voltage within. Hence, in calculating
diffusion flux loop voltages within structures the total of pane).
IR and joint voltages should be used to calculate the loot vultage.
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